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Feeder Power Panel
A 6V battery and solar panel in one unit, Plugs into any 
Moultrie game feeder with an external power port to supply 
power from the sun. Runs the feeder with no internal bat-
tery or use a rechargeable internal battery for maximum 
field life. Built-in battery level indicator, Comes with 5’ var-
mint-resistant cord.
MFA12602 .............................................................$49.99 

Moultrie NXT Feeder Kit
The next generation of Moultrie Deer Feeder technology 
has arrived. BackSpin anti clog technology clears detected 
clogs, Electric varmint guard keeps pests away from feed, 
6v digital timer with 6 daily feedings (1-20 seconds), Quick 
lock adapter mounts to any Moultrie Quick lock feeder or 
your own barrel. Adjustable flow for multiple feed types.
MEMFG13265 ..................................................... $74.99

Moultrie Pro Magnum Feeder
Digital timer programs up to 6 feed times per day (1-20 
seconds), All metal housing with built-in varmint guard 
and drop funnel, Battery level indicator on timer, External 
power port and solar panel connectors (Solar panel not in-
cluded), Operates on one 6v battery (or 2 for extended field 
life). Lifetime warranty.
MEMFHP53764 ....................................................$79.99

Moultrie All-in-One Feeders
Perfect for the hunter who wants more feed con-
trol but no fuss. The All-in-One feeders have ev-
erything you need just choose your size or add 
your own bucket. We’ve even included batter-
ies! Digital timer programs up to 4 different feed 
times a day. New efficiencies and battery design 
doubles run time providing over 4 months of field 
life! 
Feeder Kit Only - MFHP12367............ $32.99
5 Gallon Standard - MFG13266.......... $36.99
Collapsible 5 Gallon - MFG13074 ...... $46.99
30 Gallon - MFG13220 ........................ $94.99

Hog Log Feeder
Holds 30 lb corn, Modular system can connect up to 3 units for extended 
capacity, Hogs roll the feeder around and the food will come out small 
holes on the side. Tough durable ARS plastic, Includes auger ground 
screw, 40” braided steel cable.
GSMAHSWNLOG .........................................................................$49.99

On-Time Bumper Buddy
Distributes a pattern from 4-20 feet and 
comes with 2 interchangeable spreader 
plates. The 20-gallon funneled hopper is 
made of durable polyethylene and will mount 
to most  ATV racks with a 2-bolt clamp sys-
tem for quick removal and reinstallation. 
Manual cut-off valve. Lifetime Warranty on 
the motor. Designed for ATVs with racks.
22000............................................ $139.99
08765 (Replacement Motor) ......... $69.99

Spintech Inverted Feeder
12v inverted motor is housed inside the hopper, 
protecting it from the elements. This extends the 
life of the motor. Ideal for road feeders and for 
creating your own fish feeders. Built in metal 
spinner plate, Patented spinner mechanism 
is spring loaded and shuts off and locks feed 
in when not in use, keeping varmint and wind 
from taking your feed. Includes pistol grip toggle 
switch with 25’ cord.
STIRFMK...............................................$99.99

Spintech Road Feeder Kit
On demand open/close shut off spinner plate 
keeps your load in the feeder until it is ready to be 
dispensed, Includes 25ft remote cord with toggle, 
12v system, Directional 180 degree spread pat-
tern, One year warranty.
STRFMKC .............................................$89.99

Bran Feeder
Patent Pending design 
with sonic frequency vi-
bration technology only 
has a 1” moving part and 
drops bran and other 
powders without clog-
ging. No augers or gear 
mechanisms to jam, 
Keeps rice bran dry, 
Feeds 1-6 times daily (1-
30 seconds), 10 Gallon 
cap., Exterior sealed digi-
tal control panel with test 
button, Sturdy hanging 
bracket. Optional T-post 
or tree bracket available. 
OT73000.............$99.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Spintech 12V Feeder
Varmint resistant, Digital EZ timer feeds up to 8 times a day (1-30 sec-
onds), Patented positive on demand open/close spinner plate, Adjust-
able feed flow wing nut, Galvanized metal, Adjustable motor speed, Vari-
able day selector, Large display, Battery life display, 2 year warranty.
ST12VDEZSU ..................................................................................$99.99 

Spintech 6V Feeder
Patented spinner plate rotates and also goes up 
and down locking closed when the motor is off. 
Be confident that you are saving feed. 6v Motor, 
Digital controller, 1-30 second feed times, Feed 
up to 16 times per day, Choose which days you 
feed, Adjustable feed flow, One Year Warranty.
ST6VDSU ............................................ $49.99 

Spintech Mechanism
Patented spinner rotates and moves up and 
down locking closed when the motor is off. 
Mounts to your existing feeder, Works with 
most 12v (1/4”) and some 6v (1/8”) feeders.
STMECH .............................................$19.99 

Stand & Fill Feeder
The Stand & Fill Feeder maintains the 
quality and durability of our traditional 
broadcast feeders with a much safer 
way to fill your feeder, from the ground! 
Heavy duty construction lasts for years. 
Approximately 6ft tall, Skids for easy 
relocation, Low profile design for easy 
filling, Hinged door w/lock pin for con-
trol unit access, Spring loaded feeder 
lid for a secure fit, Heavy duty cage 
to protect your feeder components 
from abuse of large animals and 
varmints. Built-in deflector plate 
keeps feed from dropping under 
the feeder. Includes 12v battery, 
Solar panel and The Timer. 
Available in Camo or Galva-
nized. Sold In-Store Only.
Galvanized 300lb ..........................................................................$585.99
Galvanized 600lb ..........................................................................$619.99
Game Guard Camo 600lb .............................................................$799.99
Galvanized 1000lb ........................................................................$849.99

12v Broadcast Feeder
Replace or upgrade your deer feeder with the galvanized 12v deer feeder 
kit. ASF digital timer, 1-6 feedings per day, 1-30 seconds per feeding, Gat-
ed spinner plate, Battery not included.
AS800128..................................................................................... $89.99

12v Evolution Feeder
The Eliminator spinner plate shuts off all 
feed when the unit is not running, making 
it varmint resistant and wind proof. The 
Timer (5 year warranty), 1-6 feedings per 
day, Battery not included.
AS800036................................$149.99

Eliminator Spinner Plate
Round spinner plate transforms traditional feeders 
to stop feed loss from varmints and wind. Fits 12v 
motors with a 1/4” shaft. .
Round Spinner Plate ..............................$39.99 

American Hunter Sun Slinger
Built-in solar panel, Easy touch 6v Digital timer feeds up to 16 times a day 
1-30 seconds per feeding, Select days to feed, Powder coated steel control 
box, Metal down spout, Rugged ‘No Blow’ spinner plate, Adjustable mount-
ing brackets, 6V battery not included, 1 year warranty.
AH30580 (Feeder Kit Only) ........................................................... $64.99 
SMAH20727 (Feeder - 55gal Drum) ............................................ $169.99

Note: 55 gallon drum feeder is not shippable
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Food Plot Spreader
Designed for planting and fertilizing food 
plots around your hunting property. Frame 
has a load capacity of up to 50 lbs. Built-
in quick release system for fast and easy 
detaching of spreader bucket. Convenient 
shut off gate allows you to regulate amount 
of seed dispensed. Universal mounting 
brackets make it compatible with almost all 
ATV models.
MFHFPS .......................................$109.99

Wildgame 12v Feeder Kit
Universal kit mounts up to your existing feeder 
barrel, 12v digital timer has up to 6 feedings per 
day, 1-30 seconds, Includes deluxe spinner plate 
with swing doors for extra distance, Runs on 12v 
rechargeable battery (not included), 1 year war-
ranty.
TH12VDX ...............................................$79.99

Wildgame 6v Feeder Kit
Universal kit mounts up to your existing feeder 
barrel, 6v digital timer has up to 4 feedings per 
day, 1-20 seconds, Adjustable motor speed 
(Low,Med,Hi), Runs on 6v rechargeable battery 
(not included), Solar Panel compatible (not in-
cluded), 1 year warranty.
TH6VD ....................................................$49.99

Heavy Metal Feeder
The Heavy Metal feeder features a 
hopper built with heavy-duty galva-
nized steel, 12-piece, powder-coat-
ed legs, a built-in funnel to reduce 
feed waste, and a spinner plate 
that disperses feed 360 degrees. 
Digital timer with four available 
feed times, 1-20 seconds per feed-
ing, Varmint cage included, Runs 
on 6-volt battery (not included), So-
lar panel compatible.
HM200D ........................ $189.99

American Hunter 6v Kit
Feed different days of the week, from 1-16 
times per day with this 6v kit, 1-30 seconds 
per feeding, Built-in varmint guard, With 
powder coated no-blow slinger, 1 year war-
ranty. Choose from digital or analog timer.
AHRDKITPRO (Digital) ......................... $49.99
AHRKITPRO (Analog)........................... $35.99 

On Time Protein Feeder
An innovative approach to wildlife feeders, the 
Buckeye is designed to let gravity fill the feed 
tray, ensuring that fresh feed is always in stock. 
Each leg holds a separate feeding station with 
drain holes for consistent flow. No moving parts 
to break down or battery to run out of power, Its 
hopper features an internal feeder funnel and a 
removable lid for convenient refill. Accepts all 
types of feed/seed. Easy to install on a variety of 
surfaces. Some assembly required. Available in 
200lb with 3 legs or 600lb with 4 legs.
71540 (200lb) ...................................... $129.99 
71546 (600lb - In Store Only) ............ $449.99

American Hunter 12v
The Feeder Max 12v feeder from American 
Hunter has a high output 12v motor, “No-blow” 
spinner and metal downspout. Adjustable speed 
setting (Low/Med/Hi), Feeds 1-8 times per day, 
1-30 seconds per feeding, and choose the days 
you want to feed.
GSMFM20558 ......................................$79.99

UTV Z-Bracket 
Acts as an extension for your road feeder, 
Raise or lower your feeder, or get it out 
from under the UTV bed. 2” receiver.
AS001310...................................... $56.99

Eliminator Road Feeder Kit
12v Feeder Kit attaches to your road hopper, Spin-
ner shuts off feed when not in use. Eliminates corn 
loss from wind and road vibration. Also works with 
seed, salt and fertilizer. Pistol grip toggle switch for 
road feeder (sold separately). The Remote used 
for wireless motor operation, (sold separately).
Road Feeder Kit ......................................$99.99 
Pistol Grip Toggle STA029 .....................$39.99
The Remote AS000403 .........................$109.99

Boss Buck ATV Feeder
Spread feed, seed, fertilizer or salt any-
where your truck or ATV will go. Complete 
with wireless remote control. Adjustable 
flow rate with thumb screw, UV stabilized 
rubber latch, Slide valve for complete shut-
off, 2” Receiver hitch attachment, 100lb 
corn capacity.
BB1100.........................................$229.99

Hercules Road Feeder
All Seasons Feeders 100lb. electric road 
feeder uses the Eliminator spinner that not 

only rotates, but goes up and down creating a 
closed seal when the motor is off. Wired remote, 
Steel construction, Built-in 2” receiver, 12v motor.
AS342147............................................. $349.99
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Spintech Protein Head
Mounts to the bottom of your barrel to convert 
your deer feeder into a protein feeder. Adjustable 
feed flow, Adjustable length extends from 21” - 
34”, Galvanized metal, Removable bottom plate 
for easy cleaning.
STTMPT ................................................$59.99

ASF Electric Protein
Electric Protein! Fills up from the ground without a 
ladder. Electric motor regulates your protein deliv-
ery just like a spinner plate corn feeder. Perforated 
feed trays on all four sides hold a total of 75lbs of 
protein. Includes 12v battery and solar panel. 
AS201918 (1000#) ................................$849.99
AS201895 (600#) ..................................$619.99

Stand & Fill 1250 Protein
All Seasons Stand & Fill protein feeders maintain 
the quality and durability of ASF evolution protein 
feeders, while offering customers a much safer 
way to fill their feeder, from the ground, without 
ladders!  1250 lb Capacity. Built-in sight glass, 
16ga steel, Adjustable baffles regulate feed flow.
AS201062 (1250#) ............................... $829.99

Hammer Electric Protein
Convert your free choice feeder into an electric 
protein feeder to feed at desired time and to regu-
late feed. Works with your existing feeder. BU100 
- BU200 motor kit only, BLU100-200 Motor Kit 
plus 4-way All Seasons protein head.
BU100 Motor Kit (Flat Top 6x6) ..........$269.99
BU200 Motor Kit (Round Top 4”) .......$279.99
BUCLU100 (Flat Top - 4-way) .............$319.99
BUCLU200 (Round Top - 4-way) ........$329.99

ASF Protein Tube
The Galvanized Protein head can be purchased 
as a replacement to the ASF 300lb or 800lb Pro-
tein Feeder, or use this part when building your 
own protein feeder with a 55gal drum. 4 way head 
design has adjustment baffle to regulate feed flow.
AS204216............................................... $59.99

Boss Buck Protein Heads
Adjustable height inner sleeve allows for feed flow 
control, 5” Ports with a 4” diameter opening and 
a 1” overhang and drain hole. Feed ports are at 
a 10 degree angle. A 4” PVC coupling can retrofit 
some standard feeders to work with these Boss 
Buck protein heads.
BB110 (3-Way) ........................................ $59.99
BB18 (4-Way) ......................................... $59.99

Feed Station Pro
Simply straps to a tree or T-post, no 
batteries, programming or assembly 
necessary. Dispenses a variety of feed 
types, corn, protein pellets & powder 
supplements. Food stays dry with wa-
ter draining from weeping holes on the 
bottom of the feeder. Two weather-re-
sistant straps are included, Pro (80lb) 
model includes U-brackets for mounting 
to a T-post, Standard (40lb) includes 
straps for tree mounting only.
MFG13219 (80lb. Cap) ........... $44.99
MFG13104 (40lb Cap) ............ $29.99

T-Post Gravity Feeder
Feed anywhere you can strap to a tree or drive a 
T-post into the ground. 80lb capacity, UV resistant 
polyethylene, Secure lock twist on lid, Covered 
Downspout to protect from rain and weather, Ad-
justable feed flow.
71800.......................................................$69.99

Buck Ration Deer Food
Buck Ration is a blend of corn and roasted 
soy beans. It has an aroma that makes YOU 
want to eat it. Both deer and hogs crave it 
with 16% protein, and now available in a 
22% protein blend!  More beneficial then 
just feeding corn, We have been feeding 
Buck Ration for years and are very pleased 
with the results we have seen in antler 
growth. Buck Ration is not shippable and is 
only sold In-Store.  
50lb Bag 16% ... $10.19 (price may vary) 
50lb Bag 22% ... $12.49 (price may vary)

Big&J BB2 Feed
The strong aroma brings the big bucks 
out. It has a TDN (total digestible nutrition) 
level that is higher than most premium 
feeds and has a high level of protein. Use 
during pre-season to establish travel pat-
terns, Just before season to attract deer to 
your camera sites to inventory your bucks, 
and during the season to bring the big 
bucks out during shooting hours.
BJBB220 (20lb Bag) .................. $15.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Wildgame Timer
6v or 12v  feeders. 6 feedings 
per day, Hi, Med, Low motor 
speed, 1 year warranty.
BATDX (6v/12v) ......... $26.99

Wildgame Feeder Timer
Works on 6v or 12v  feeders. 1-6 feedings 
per day (1-30 second duration), Hi, Med, Low 
motor speed, 1 year warranty. Works with all 
single motor feeders.
BATHDT (6v/12v) ................................ $32.99

The Timer
Simply the best deer feeder timer on the market, 
Works with 6V or 12V, Up to 6 feedings per day, 
Battery level indicator, In-line fuse protects the 
timer, Wiring harness included. 5 year warranty. 
THETIMER ............................................$64.99

Photocell Timer
2 feedings per day (sunrise/sun-
set) 1-20 sec. 6v.
BATHP ........................ $19.99

Bossbuck Timer
Extra large viewing screen, Runs on 6v or 12v, 
6 feedings per day (1-30 seconds.), 4”x4”x1”, In-
cludes terminal for Boss Buck brand feeders, 2 
year warranty.
BB196 ....................................................$34.99

Moultrie Timer
Works with 6V or 12V, Up to 6 
feedings per day, 2 year warranty. 
MFHUDT .........................$34.99

Ultimate Timer
6 or 12v, Up to 6 feedings per day 
(1-30 sec), test button, 10 amp 
fuse protection. 
STTUT ............................. $49.99

ASF Timer
Operates with 6 or 12v feeders, Up to 6 feed-
ings per day (1-30 sec), Test button, Batt level 
indicator. In-line fuse. Replaces timers on All 
Seasons feeders & other brands.
AS800005....................................... $34.99

On-Time Timer
Universal, Runs on 6v or 12v sys-
tems, 6 feedings per day (1-30 
sec), adjustable motor speed.
OT00503..........................$34.99

Tactical Timer
Universal, Runs on 6v or 12v sys-
tems, 6 feedings per day (1-30 
sec), Remote activates feeder.
AS800203........................$69.99

6v Sure-Time Timer
Universal, 16 feedings per day (1-
30 sec), 1 AA batt. keeps settings.
STAO30 ...........................$19.99

The Remote
Convert your broadcast or road feed-
er to wireless, 175+ yd range. Low 
power consumption, 6v or 12v. 
AS000403.......................... $109.99

Moultrie Remote
Works on 6v or 12v single motor 
systems. Universal, Includes wiring 
harness.
MEMFHP53863 ..................$27.99

Feed Sync
Smart Phone activated remote feeder 
control. Activates up to 150yds away, 
no cell service or Wifi needed.
AS800395............................. $119.99

Tripod Header
Make a hanging feeder or game cleaning sta-
tion, Accepts 1 5/8” or smaller pipe legs, 2000 lb 
pulley included. Made of steel.
1TPH2 ...................................................$44.99

Hanging Bail
All metal bail attaches easily to a 55 gal drum, Use as 
tripod or winch feeder, Mounting hardware and pulley 
included, 22 1/16” inner diameter x 17 3/16” tall.
BB1HB55 .....................................................$29.99

Barrel Band
Mounts to 55 gal drum 3 20” leg studs, exten-
sion legs not included, Clamp system - No drill-
ing or punching holes in your barrel.
AS700343..............................................$39.99
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On Time Tomahawk VL Kit
Digital timer feeds up to 4 feedings a day, 1-20 sec-
onds per feeding, High-Impact composite construc-
tion, Universal mounting system, Operates on 6- or 
12-volt batteries, Pre-wired for Solar Panel and Re-
mote Control, Test mode.
OT49000..................................................... $39.99 

On Time Tomahawk Feeder
Digital timer feeds up to 4 feedings a day, 1-20 seconds 
per feeding, High-impact composite construction, Universal 
mounting system, Pre-wired for Solar Panel and Remote 
Control, 150 lb. capacity, Includes battery holder for 8 C-cell 
batteries or runs on 6v battery (batteries not included).
OT42100................................................................. $89.99

On Time Elite Lifetime Kit
Guaranteed for life, Digital timer has 6 feedings per 
day, 1-30 seconds per feeding, 3 speed motor, All 
aluminum housing, Runs on 10 AA batteries.
OT11113 ................................................... $109.99 

Rechargeable Batteries
Save money with rechargeable batteries. 
Add a solar panel for maintenance free 
usage. 6v available in Spring top or Tab 
top connections.
UB645 - 6v 4.5aH..........................$8.99
UB650S - 6v 5.0aH (Spring) ........$8.99
UB1270 - 12v 7aH.......................$19.99

Boss Buck Foot Pads
Secure your feeder to the ground with these 
steel foot pads. Deluxe model accepts a T-post 
through the center of the foot and bolts to leg 
and t-post, Deluxe pads are recommended if you 
have big hogs or cattle, Standard pads accept 
1/2” rebar to stake to the ground.
Deluxe - BB243 .................................$14.99ea
Standard - BB124................................$4.49ea

Solar Panels
Keeps your battery charged for mainte-
nance free usage. Metal conduit surrounds 
the wiring protecting it from varmint, Metal 
mounting bracket mounts directly on feeder.
6v (Spade Clips) ......................................$19.99
12v (Spade Clips) ....................................$24.99

Wall Chargers
110v charges Gel, Sealed Lead Acid and AGM bat-
teries. Single Stage chargers give a continuous 
charge, Dual Stage chargers will go into maintain 
mode when the battery has a full charge.
6v Dual Stage ..............................................$10.99
6v/12v Switchable Single Stage ................$12.99

Metal Feeder Feet
Feeder feet with hole for ground stake.  Fits 1 5/16” or 
smaller round legs.
BAFP1 (3-Pack) ................................................ $14.99 

Feeder Winch & Pulley
1200 lb. Winch - BB392 .................................... $46.99
1000 lb. Pulley - BB391 ...................................... $5.99

Spinner Plates
12v Gated .......................................................... $10.99
6v.............................. $6.99  12v .......................... $7.99

Feeder Motors
6v Motor (1/8” shaft) .......................................... $8.99
12v Motor (1/4” shaft) ...................................... $22.99

Lids & Funnels
Metal Lid (30 Gal) ...................................................$29.99
Metal Lid (55 Gal) ...................................................$28.99
Metal Lid (55 Gal - Low Lip) ..................................$16.99
Metal Funnel (55 Gal) ............................................$28.99
Poly Lid (55 Gal) ....................................................$18.99
Poly Funnel (55 Gal) ..............................................$18.99

Varmint Cages
Solid steel frame, Hardware included. Round cage for 
Moultrie Feeders, Square cage is universal with flat 
bottom feeder barrels. 
Square Cage (55 gal) ..................................... $18.99 
Round Cage ................................................... $27.99

All Seasons Leg Brackets
Bolts onto a 30 or 55 gal drum. 3 Brackets included.
AS700305........................................................ $29.99

American Hunter Leg Brackets
Bolts onto a 30 or 55 gal drum. 3 Brackets included.
GSMAHLA55 .................................................. $18.99

Leg Bracket Kit
Leg kit for 30 gal. drum. Includes 3 legs and brackets, 
Hardware included. 250 lb. max limit.
MFHLK ............................................................ $59.99

Metal Funnel & Spinner
Universal metal drop funnel and spinner plate. Deter 
varmints and rodents. Fits 1/8” dia. shaft.
MEMFA13103.................................................... $15.99

Plastic Funnel
Universal plastic drop funnel replaces many brands.
2” opening on funnel.
BADF1..................................................................$4.99
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Cyclops 350 Lumen
An excellent choice when using around wa-
ter, in the duck blind, on the boat or even 
camping, Waterproof to 1 meter, CREE XP-
GII R5 3 watt LED, Hi/Low/SOS, Burn time 
- Hi 4hrs, Low 9hrs, SOS 20hrs, Runs on 3 
AA batteries
CYC350WPAART (Max5) ................$34.99

Cyclops Waterproof
An excellent choice when using around wa-
ter, Waterproof to 1 meter and it floats, CREE 
XPGII R5 3 watt LED. Emergency whistle on 
lanyard, IS1P Lithium Rechargeable battery 
included, 300 Lumens. 
CYC300WP ...................................... $34.99

12v Corded Spotlight
The 105W halogen bulb gives 1500 Lumens 
of light. This 12V direct spotlight comes with 
a 10 foot coiled cord. A good spotlight for the 
truck or Mule, Red lens can be removed for 
white light spotlight. Handle angle adjustment 
for multiple carry positions. 
CYCS150012VR............................... $18.99

VB730 Rechargeable
With both white and green Cree LEDs, night 
time hog/predator hunting has never been 
easier. Long Range illumination gets you in 
range for almost every shot. Includes scope 
and rail mounts, coil pressure switch and char-
ger. Burn time 2hr-White, 3hr-Green, Range; 
White – 500 yds,  Green – 300 yds. 
CYCVB730 (730 Lumen) ................$149.99

TLR-1 Game Spotter
A 150 lumen C4 green LED light that is shock-
proof, Long-range ID (375 Yards) and does not 
spook game. Mounts to Picatinny and Glock-
style rails. Impact-resistant, Anodized alumi-
num, Scratch resistant coated unbreakable 
polycarbonate lens, IPX7 waterproof- 1 meter 
for 30 minutes. Serialized. 
69227.................................................$139.99
69228 (w/ Remote - Shown) ............$179.99

Wildgame Moonshine 2
This feeder light mounts to a post or your 
feeder with self tapping screws. Solar 
panel charges built-in Lithium-ion battery 
(1000 mAh), Off switch when not in use, 16 
Green LEDs, motion activated PIR trigger 
activates light. 1 year warranty.
BAWGIVL2 ................................... $29.99 

Moultrie Feeder Light
Motion, Dawn/Dusk and Constant On setting, 35 
high-powered green LEDs illuminate up to 30’, 
Attaches to most Moultrie feeders, Operates on 
4 C-cell batteries or optional external 6v power 
(not included). (5 hours/high, 20 hours/low).
MFA12651 .............................................$42.99 

Cyclops Green Illuminator
A high power illuminator capable of reaching 
over 2,230 feet beam distance. The beam is 

adjustable between narrow and wide 
options and the green laser doesn’t 
spook animals. Interchangeable 

push button or pressure pad intuitive and 
aviation grade anodized aluminum material is 
impact resistant. Includes Weaver mount. 
GSMCYCGLI ....................................$149.99

Ultimate Wild Spotlight
The Killswitch 750 lumen spotlight features dual 
LED technology giving you a Red Light or White 
Light at the touch of a button, Built-in recharge-
able batteries, USB for charging phones, Only 
13.8oz.
SL-750 ...................................................$79.99

Ultimate Wild Ultra Bright
The SL-2000 has a max output of 2000 lumen 
CREE LED, Built-in rechargeable batteries, 6” 
Bezel, Soft touch Pistol Grip, 16.8oz.
SL-2000 ............................................... $119.99
Optional Lens Pack .............................$19.99

Inhawgnito Feeder Light
Wireless Remote control runs both Red & Green 
lights and runs your feeder. Program the light 
with feeding schedule.
AS801767.............................................. $69.99

Cyclops ATV Spotlight
1.25 million candle power with a 100w halo-
gen bulb, Mounts to ATV. 12v DC car plug 
with heavy gauge 10 ft coil cord, On/off 
Switch on back of light.
CYCATV12V ......................................$24.99

All Seasons Predator Light
Green LED hunting light illuminates up to 500 
yards! Mounts to scope or tactical rail with in-
cluded mounts, Adjustable beam, Waterproof 
housing, Lifespan of over 50,000 hours, Stan-
dard tail cap and pressure switch, Rechargeable 
battery lasts 2.5 hours on high, 1 year warranty.
AS801873............................................. $99.99
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Pelican 2750 Red/White
Red and White LEDs, red for low light needs 
and white for high visibility needs. 193 lu-
mens on high (3 hour runtime), 63 lumens on 
low (11 hour runtime). Runs on 3 AAA batter-
ies (included). IPX4 water resistant.
SM2750 ............................................ $18.99

All Seasons Boar Light
The ASF Boar Light is the perfect light for 
serious hog hunters! With motion sensor ac-
tivation and continuous use solar panel, this 
light is sure to be your new favorite hunting 
accessory! Green light comes on at dark and 
brightens with motion. Bright enough for shots 
over 100yds. 1 year warranty, mounts to a t-
post. 450-650 lumens.
AS644961 ....................................... $139.99

Hog and Predator Snare
Pressure activated trigger plate snare with spring 
loaded braided steel cable. When triggered, the 
spring loaded braided cable cinches onto the leg 
of the animal keeping it from escaping.
AHHPSNARE .......................................... $29.99

Z-Traps Raccoon Trap
Deer can’t step in them, and coons can’t get out 
of them. Heavy pipe with anchor ring and swivel 
chain, Push/pull trigger clamps down on the arm 
and holds the coon. Bait with marshmallows. Ras-
cal Pack includes trap, setting tool, cap and feed.
ZT5531 (Brown)........................................ $9.99
ZT5432 (Camo) ....................................... $14.99 
ZT5463CP Rascal Pack (Camo) ............ $19.99
ZT5487BP Trap Setting Tool ................... $2.99

All Seasons Fire Pits
Add beauty to any outdoor space with 
this low profile modern fire pit with Tex-
as Star cut outs. Made of 3/16” steel. 
Two handles on sides for easy clean 
out, 30” x 30”.
Starting At ............................$259.99
Fire Pit with Grill ..................$349.99

All Seasons Hay Feeder
The Hay Feeder is beneficial to you and 
your livestock or wildlife. It allows multiple 
animals to feed at once. Protects the hay 
from the elements, and keeps it off the 
ground, Holds 2 regular sized bales.
AS203103.....................................$369.99

All Seasons BBQ Grills
MADE IN TEXAS! Handcrafted from 
12ga steel and is perfect for steaks in 
the backyard with the family or at the 
lease cooking up burgers and ribs with 
friends. 24” x 20”
Starting At ............................$299.99

BossBuck 600# Feeders
A 600# capacity hopper that is tough roto-molded UV stabilized plastic, 
which is the same process in making whitewater kayaks, Maintenance free 
hopper designed to feed corn or protein. 1” square 1-piece legs, Automatic 
feeder is 12v digital system with adjustable motor control. Protein model 
includes protein head only (shown). Sold In-Store Only and is not shippable.
BB16A (12v Digital Feeder) ..........................................................$629.99
BB16P (Protein Feeder) ...............................................................$549.99

Boss Buck 12v Feeder
Runs on 12-volt re-chargeable battery (not 
included). Mounts to any flat surface. Digital 
timer feeds up to 6 times per day, from 1 to 
30 seconds each time.
BB116........................................... $112.99

American Hunter Bag Feeder
Collapsible heavy duty nylon 11 gallon feeder bag. 
Digital timer with up to 4 daily feedings (1-30 sec), 
Folds down to less than 10 inches, Powered on 4 
AA batteries (included).
GSMAHBAGAAD ...................................... $24.99

Ameristep Blind Light
The hunter’s light is a versatile light that 
works in the blind as well as around hunting 
camp. 20 green LEDs, 2 White LEDs, Runs 
on 4 AA batteries (not included).
AP4NAB073 ..................................... $12.99
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Floating Turtle Trap
Captures turtles while sunbathing, Float-
ing trap is humane and keeps turtles from 
drowning. Aluminum 23 x 25 x 16” frame. 
PVC coated galvanized cage.
PKTURTLE ................................$239.99

Honey Hole Live Series
Imitates the dynamic movement of natural cover, 
Moves with the current.
A. DOCKDROPPER......................................... $49.99
B. GRASS ........... $79.99   C. REED ..............$139.99 
D. Brush.............. $99.99   E. CANOPY .........$249.99

Honey Hole Pond Structure
Artificial habitat protects and boosts production 
of bait fish and bass. Coverage - Shrub - 32 in 
x 6 ft, Tree - 6 ft x 7 ft.
PKSHRUB (for 3-4’ deep water) ....... $124.99
PKTREE (for 6’+ deep water) ...........$144.99

All Seasons DAM Fish Feeder
This Directional Aquatic Management (D.A.M.) feeder is perfect for feeding 
fish from the pier or pond dam, or can be used as a directional corn feeder. 
Our newly developed directional unit uses an air drive system to deliver feed. 
Easy adjust 45 degree tilt for pond dam slope adjustment. Adjustable motor 
speed throws fish food 40’-60’. Only 45” tall, Varmint proof, 100% Heavy 
Duty galvanized construction, 1/8” Galvanized skid stand, Holes on skid to 
mount to dock or embankment, Holds 100lbs fish food, Made in Texas, USA.
AS990317..................................................................................... $699.99

Moultrie Directional Wildlife Feeder
The Wildlife Directional Feeder has all-metal construction, a 30-gallon hop-
per with adjustable legs, and feet that can be mounted to a dock. Directional 
Feeder Kit features patented anti-clog design. Digital timer has extendable 
cord. Clump busting cage and powder coating improve flow with multiple 
feed types, Varmint-proof feed chute with adjustable pitch throws feed up to 
45 feet in one direction. Runs on 12v Battery (not included).
MEMFG13225 (Complete Feeder).............................................. $469.99
MEMFG13224 (Feeder Kit Only) ................................................ $159.99

Wildgame DX1 Directional Feeder
If you have a shooting lane or small area that a directional feeder would only 
work in a small alley, this feeder will throw deer corn in a narrow pattern to 
feed a shooting lane well. As an auto fish feeder, it throws in one direction 
keeping feed off the bank, feeding the fish more than the coons and squir-
rels. Runs on 6 volt battery (not included), 8 daily feedings, 1-90 seconds.
BADX1 ........................................................................................... $69.99

All Seasons Directional
Runs on 12-volt re-chargeable battery 
(not included). Mounts to any flat surface. 
Digital timer feeds up to 6 times per day, 
from 1 to 30 seconds each time.
ASFISHDIRUNITC ................... $149.99

Directional Air Drive
Mounts to your feeder and blows feed di-
rectionally up to 60 feet. 12v Digital timer 
feeds 1-6 times a day (1-30 sec), Die-
cast spinner hub, Solar panel connector 
(Solar panel not included).
AS822212................................. $249.99

A. 

B.

D.

C.

E.
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On Time Solar Feeder
150-lb. capacity hopper, Steel attachment 
band with welded brackets. Specially de-
signed to dispense round and cylindri-
cal fish food, ideal for maintaining catfish, 
bream and other varieties of fish. Featur-
ing large-scale motors with agitator rods 
that extend into the hopper. As the feed-
ers dispense, the agitator rod turns to keep 
feed flowing and prevents clogging. Deflec-
tor plate that allows for directional feeding.
Feed 1-6 times per day (1-30 seconds per feed-
ing), 6v battery and built-in solar panel included.  
OT71239........................................... $229.99 

American Hunter Directional
If you need a variety of feeding times per day (1-16 
times per day), or only need to feed on some days 
(set the days you want to feed) this feeder is for 
you. Digital timer, 1-30 seconds per feeding. Pow-
der coated “no blow” slinger, Solar panel compat-
ible, Runs on 6v spring top battery (not included). 
GSMAHDF1 ...............................................$49.99 

AquaPro ADF-75
State-of-the-art digital electronics with battery charge indicator and mo-
tor speed control. This compact AquaPro fish feeder is varmint proof, 
has a built-in sight glass, powder coated in hunter green color and is 
constructed from both heavy gauge steel and 1” galvanized angle iron. 
All internal seams are double-sealed with silicone and industrial rubber-
ized coating to help prevent moisture from affecting the fish feed. The 
AquaPro ADF75 fish feeder comes with a patented air-drive mechanism, 
which disperses feed directionally with a minimal amount of food land-
ing within 10 feet of the feeder. Patent pending 2-motor design (throws 
feed further), Varmint proof, Built-in sight glass (monitor feed levels), Ad-
justable Foot Pad Kit (included), 12V battery, charger & solar panel are 
included, Self Tapping Screws Included for Solar Panel, Power Supply 
- 12V, Electronics - Digital, 8 feedings per day (1-90 sec), Warranty - 1 
Year, Capacity Floating - 75lbs, Sinking - 112 lbs, Corn - 150 lbs. 
ADF75 .................................................................................... $389.99

Includes Digital Timer, 12v Battery, 12v Solar Panel, Feeder Feet with holes to 
bolt to your dock or stake into the ground. a wall charger is also included should 
your battery ever get low due to clouds and those rainy days.

Moultrie Directional Feeder
The Directional Feeder includes a spinner plate with 
an integral agitator to improve feed flow and break 
up clumps before they reach the spinner plate, mak-
ing it ideal for fish feed and other similar textured 
feed. UV-resistant plastic hopper will not rust. Digital 
timer with 6 feedings per day (1-20 seconds), Runs 
on 6v battery (not incl). Holds 100#, Approx 5’ tall.
MFG13281................................................. $149.99 

Moultrie Directional Kit
Features advanced anti-clog technology that busts 
clogs as soon as they are sensed. Mounts on your 
own barrel or 5 gallon bucket, 1-6 feedings (1-20 
sec.) per day. 6v battery (not included).  
MFG13264....................................................$52.99 

Moultrie 6.5 Gal Hanging
A new directional spinner unit has a built in agitator 
and exclusive anti clog technology for a new level 
of reliability with multiple feed types. Directs food 
into the water with its directional shroud and narrow 
cast projection, 6 Daily feeding times, 1-20 seconds, 
Easy to install, 6V battery not included, Durable and 
rugged metal bucket, One year warranty, Approxi-
mate capacity is 20 lbs.
MFG13282................................................... $64.99
Feeder Kit Only (MFG13264)..................... $52.99
6v 4.5aH Battery........................................... $8.99

#1 Selling Fish Feeder for 13 Years!

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Bushnell Impulse Wireless
The Impulse from Bushnell delivers the fastest image 
recovery and transmission of any cellular camera on 
the market. The Result: More images than any other 
cellular camera. Gone are the days of that fleeting 
glimpse of the trespasser or that single picture of 

Ole Swamp Donkey that you 
have been chasing for years. 
The Impulse gives you more 
images with more detail 
and more information allow-

ing you to pattern the animal 
you are targeting. Get con-

nected from any Smartphone on 
any provider, 1 picture per second 
captures more images than other 
cellular cameras, Camera alerts 
owner and deactivates itself if it is 
moved (GPS trackable), 20MP, .2 
second trigger speed, 1-second 
recovery, 4G LTE cellular modem, 
100’ No Glow Blackout Flash, 150’ 
WiFi/Bluetooth connectivity, Live 
view during set up, Leveling arm, 6 
month battery life, 1080P HD video 
with audio, Accepts up to 32GB SD 
card, Solar panel compatible
Power supply: 12 AA batteries (not 
included). 

119900A AT&T ........................................... $299.99
119900V Verizon........................................ $299.99

Stealth Cam Wireless
Sends photos and videos to any SmartPhone on any pro-
vider with the Stealth Cam App. 22 MP, 1080P HD video, 
100 ft Black Flash (completely invisible), .5 sec. trigger 
speed, Time/Date/Temp/Moon/ID Stamp, 5 sec. - 59 min. 

recovery time-out, Geo-Tag GPS tracking, Password 
protection, Manual Shot capability, Smart Illumination 
for perfect image exposure, Runs on 12 AA batteries 

(not included), GSM/4G network on either AT&T or Veri-
zon (camera specific), 1 year warranty.
STCGXATW (AT&T) ........................................$239.99
STCGXVRW (Verizon) ....................................$239.99

Primos ProofCam Wireless
Proof Cellular is designed 

from the ground up to 
be simple, reliable, 
and hassle free. It 
sends quality images 
fast from the field to 
your phone with no 
contracts, one button 
operation. So you can 
focus on the pictures 
and not the camera set 
up. It’s just that simple. 
Works with any smart-
phone regardless of 

your provider, One button 
setup, 16MP, 720p HD 
video, .2 second trigger 
speed, 100’ Low Red Glow 
Infrared flash, 10 second 

image recovery, Weather 
data image tags, Signal meter. 

65060A AT&T ....................................$199.99
65060V Verizon ................................$199.99

WIRELESS CAMERAS
PLANS FROM $9/Mo

Primos Proof Cameras
A simple-to-use camera with all the functions that matter. HD Video, Image 
Stamp, 8AA Batteries for 9 mo. battery life (not included), 1 Year Warranty. 
PR64055 (16MP, .3 sec trigger, 100ft IR flash) ................................$119.99
PR64054 (12MP, .7 sec trigger, 80ft IR flash) .....................................$89.99
PR65063 (12MP, 1 sec trigger, 70ft IR flash) ......................................$67.99

MugShot
65063

Gen 2 - 02
64055

Gen 2 - 02
64054

Bushnell Trophy Cam Aggressor
The Aggressor 24MP Low-Glow features 

the brightest night vision offered in the 
Trophy Cam line. Crisp and clear im-

ages with a super-fast 0.2-second 
trigger speed, hyper 0.5s recovery 
rate, extended night-time photo 

range and true 1-year battery life. 
36 IR LEDs for a 100’ IR flash. 
1080p HD video with audio (1-60 
sec), and external plug for a solar 
panel. Adjustable PIR (Lo/Med/High/

Auto), Time out 1 sec - 60 min, 1-3 
images per trigger, Field Scan time-

lapse mode (1-60 min intervals), PIR 
sensor is motion activated out to 100 ft, 

8-AA batteries (not included), LCD menu 
screen. Adjustable strap and 1/4-20 socket, SD card slot up to 32GB.
119875C ........................................................................................$149.99
Security Box (GC10102) ................................................................$32.99
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Moultrie M-50i Camera
The iNVISIBLE infrared LED flash technology 
reaches out to 80ft, 20-megapixel resolution, 
1080p HD video, and a .3 second trigger time. 
Managed Memory keeps saving images when 
the card is full by deleting the oldest images, 
Time Lapse mode, Trigger delay 1 sec - 30 
min, Password protection, Cable lock compat-
ible, 1/4-20 Tripod socket, 2 year warranty. 
MCG13270 ..........................................$119.99 

A-40 Pro IR Combo
14MP with a fast 0.7 second trigger, 1280x720 
HD video with sound, 70ft detection, 70ft flash 
with 32 IR LED bulbs, Illumi-night sensor for 
clear night time pictures, Managed memory 
will delete the oldest image on a full card when 
a new image is taken, Up to 32GB card (8GB 
card included), Runs on 8AA batteries (includ-
ed), 2 Year warranty.
MCG13284 ........................................... $99.99 

Covert Code Black LTE
The latest LTE technology improves battery life and 
the speed of wireless functions, 12MP, Fast .65 sec 
trigger, 1-10 turbo shot burst, and 100 foot flash 
range. No more big bucks just outside of the flash 
range. 2” color viewer built into the camera. Time/
Date/Temp/Moon phase image stamp. Sends imag-
es to your smartphone via the Covert Wireless Web 
Portal to have the images loaded to a server that you 
can access via the App available for Android and 
iOS. With the app, you have complete control over 
your camera from your smartphone. 12AA batteries 
(not included), accepts up to a 32GB SD Card.
Code Black LTE AT&T COV5472 .............. $429.99
Blackhawk LTE Verizon COV5465 ............ $429.99

HCO Spartan 3G Wireless Cameras
Sends photos or videos (select models) to your cell phone or to 
your E-mail via MMS or GPRS internet, Change the camera set-
tings and acquire real time pictures with the GoWireless Premium 
App, Overwrite function overwrites the oldest photo on a full SD 
card with the newest one. Multiple Duty Time sets the camera 

as a motion sensing camera and a time lapse 
camera simultaneously. Large rubber 

gasket seal for a high level of water 
resistance. Double hinged latch. 
44 high output IR flash and an 8MP 
camera, 2 year warranty. Complete 
package includes the SIM Card for 
activation. Month to month service, 
No Contract, Pay as you go, Activate, 
deactivate, or reactivate the plan at 
any time. Ready to use out of the box, 
Activate online, Compatible with HCO 
GoWireless web and mobile portal, 

Available in AT&T & Verizon models. 
GCATTXi AT&T GoCam (Infrared, Low Red Glow) ................... $299.99    
GCV4Gi Verizon GoCam (Infrared, Low Red Glow) .................. $429.99 
GCATTXb AT&T GoCam (Black Flash - Kryptek Camo) ........... $389.99
GCV4Gb Verizon GoCam (Black Flash - Kryptek Camo) ......... $449.99

HCO Accessories
Extended Antenna up to 5dBi gain (ATNGSM225) .....................$24.99  
High Gain Antenna 8-10dBi gain (ATNGSM411) .........................$59.99    
External Battery Cable ....................................................................$9.99
A/C Power Adapter ........................................................................$14.99
Battery Supply Box (Battery/Solar Panel Not Included) ............$79.99

WIRELESS CAMERAS
PLANS FROM $9/Mo

Covert Booster Antenna
Increase your signal by 1-2 “bars” in poor signal ar-
eas. 3G Antenna: Frequency: 824-960MHz, 1710-
2200MHz, Gain: 7dBi.
Booster Antenna ......................................... $27.99

Covert Solar Panel
Works with Covert cameras that take 12AA batter-
ies, Requires rechargeable batteries, Rear accessory 
pouch. 3ft cable. 11v 5.5w.
COV5267 ...................................................... $54.99

Covert Battery Cable
Use 6v or 12v batteries, Cable converts 9-12v down 
to 6v, Works with several brands.
COV2540 ...................................................... $12.99

Secure Digital Memory Cards
Works with all game cameras, Class 10.
16GB 1-Pack................................................ $12.99
4GB 2-Pack......$16.99    4GB 4-Pack ......... $29.99
8GB 1-Pack........$8.49    8GB 2-Pack ......... $16.99
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Muddy Pro-Cam 14 Combo
This bundle is ready for the woods and in-
cludes an 8GB card and batteries. The backlit 
LCD allows you to easily navigate the cam-
era day or night, 14MP, 50+ ft completely 
invisible Black Flash, 2 - 6 Photo Burst, 
Video 10-60 seconds, Runs on 6AA batter-
ies for up to 10,000 images or external 12v 
power source, Takes SD card up to 32GB.
MTC200K ............................................$72.99

Wildgame Terra Extreme 10
Make sure no animal makes it onto your prop-
erty without you knowing about it. At an affordable 

price, the Terra Extreme 10 Series is an excellent 
option for hunters looking to cover large properties 
with multiple cameras. It captures images and videos 

with an impressive trigger that reacts in less than a 
second. 10MP, 720p Video up to 30 seconds, 8AA 
batteries (not included), Up to 32gb SD card (not 

included), Bungee cords included for mounting.
BATX10i18 (60ft, Low Red Glow Infrared Flash) ........................... $49.99
BATX10b18 (55ft, Invisible Black Flash) ........................................ $59.99

Wildgame Mirage 16 Lights Out
The Mirage 16 Lightsout offers a sharp 
16-megapixel camera paired with superior 
night-time image capturing capabilities. Ex-
posure Control also makes it easier to find 
the right combination of clarity and distance 
depending on your camera’s location. You’ll 

get the same quality results with 
720p HD videos, too. 16MP,  
75ft Black flash, PIR adjust-
ment (Low, Med, Hi), PIR ac-
tive setting (Day, Night, 24hr), 

Exposure setting (Low, Med, Hi), 
Includes 8AA batteries and  8GB memory card (accepts up to 32GB).
M16B31DE28 .............................................................................. $119.99

Moultrie ReAction Camera 
Bring the thrill of hunting and challenge of the 
catch home with Moultrie’s ReAction Cam 
1080p Video Camera. This easy-to-use hunting 
video camera delivers a big picture and video 
with sound in a compact package at an afford-
able price.
MCA12671 .......................................... $49.99

Moultrie Power Panel
A solar panel with a built-in 12-volt battery, extends 
camera life indefinitely in the field. 10 ft cord, Mounts 
to tree, pole or a tripod.
MFHCPP ...................................................$69.99

Bear Boxes & Cable Locks
Bolt or lock your camera to a tree or post with the 
metal security boxes. Box locks to tree & camera 
locks inside box. Protects from bears, thieves and 
vandals. Visit website for all camera boxes. Cable 
locks have 6ft cable and a keyed lock. Boxes and 
cables sold separately. 
Bear Boxes Starting at ............................. $29.99
Masterlock Cable Lock (Black) ............... $16.99

HME Trail Camera Holders
Simple & compact, holds any camera with a 1/4 x 20 
thread insert, Tilt and swivel to point the camera in 
any direction and locks down.
Better Trail Camera Holder HMEBTCH ....$12.99
T-Post Camera Holder HMETPCH ..............$9.99
Strap On HMETCHSO................................$12.99 
Economy Screw-in HMEETCH ...................$8.99

HME Video Camera Mount
Designed for compact video cameras, All steel 
head rotates 360 degrees, Full range tilt, Includes 3 
mounting screws for use at multiple locations.
Better Video Camera Holder HMEBCH ....$21.99

12v Battery Kit
Extend the life of your camera for up to 4 months. 
Includes rechargeable battery, weatherproof box, 10 
ft cable and charger. Fits Stealth Cam and Wildview. 
STC12VBB .................................................$42.99

T-Mate T-Post Mount
Mounts anywhere you can drive a standard T-post. 
1/8” Steel laser cut and powder coated. Screws into 
1/4-20 socket on camera. 
TMATE .......................................................$23.99

Allen Swivel Tree Mount
Quickly mount your trail camera, Screw in the mount 
with the T-handle design and a sturdy self-starting 
screw, The swivel ball joint with locking lever will get 
you almost any angle. 1/4-20 thread. 
AL52821A ....................................................$7.99

HME Card Reader
View images on your Android or iPhone, Supports 
SD/SDHC/SDXC/MMC/MMC4.0 & Micro  SD, 
SDHC, SDXC, USB. Includes phone case adapter. 
HMEQMCR.................................................$18.99

HME Solar Battery Box
Compatible with all Stealth Cam & Wildview dig-
ital cameras with an external power jack, 12V 
battery, Pre-mounted 2 watt solar panel, Weath-
erproof design, Ideal for extreme conditions, 
10ft weather-resistant cord with cord wrap, Tree 
grip ridges, Includes AC charger. 
HME-12VBBSLR.................................. $59.99
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Smartphone Card Reader
View your trail camera images directly on your 
Smart Phone. Compatible with SD/SDHC / 
SDXC / MMC / MMC 4. 0 / Micro SD / Micro 
SDHC, Android must have USB-OTG (On-
the-Go) functionality, iPhone / iPad devices 
use Free Photofast App, Not compatible with 
30 pin connectors.  
STCDDMR (Android and iOS) .........$19.99

Wildgame Blade Viewer
Use the touchscreen to swipe and zoom in for 
close-up viewing of your game camera photos. 
4.3” touch screen, Mini USB port, View, Zoom 
and Delete your photos, Works with cards up 
to 32GB. 4 AAA batteries (not included).
VU60.................................................. $69.99

Double 8 Elevators
Build your own blind tower with the Double 8 Elevators 
and your own wood 4x4s and 2x4s, Angles preset for 
best support, Comes in a set of 4 to create an elevated 
platform for any hunting blind.
SE1088 (4-Pack) ................................................$79.99

Mantis Series Game Calls
Mantis electronic game calls come with pre-loaded sounds, 
and remote controls to operate the call any way you would 
like during the hunt, Mantis Pro 100 has 4” loudspeaker, 300’ 
wireless remote and 100 sounds, Mantis Pro 400 connects 
with Bluetooth to stream audio or more game call sounds, 
Holds 400 sounds. All calls require AA batteries.
Mantis Pro 100 ....................................................... $89.99
Mantis Pro 400 Bluetooth ................................... $169.99
Mantis Pro Decoy (Incl. Fur & Kite Decoys) ........ $35.99

All Seasons Little Chingon Blind w/ Stand
Made in Texas. 5’ x 5’ x 6.5’ Tall, Carpeted shelves, Custom padded gun rest, 
3 - 36” grey glass windows by Deer View, Carpeted floor, 2” of sealed foam 
insulation, Exterior rain shields, Insulated 70” x 24” door, Dual built-in air vent, 
Aluminum extrusion reinforcements, Insect and rodent proof construction, 
Polyurea coated inside and out for extreme durability. 5’ tall stand with ladder 
and handrail, Built out of square tubing for added strength, Diamond plate 
platform steps, Ladder folds up for easy transport.
AS200263 (w/ 5’ Tower - Shown) ...............................................$2650.00
AS200331 (w/ 8’ Tower) ..............................................................$2999.99

Shadow Hunter Deer Blinds
The Outdoorsman series blinds have fully insulated walls and ceilings with 
a wood grain Aluminum rust proof exterior and rodent proof flooring, Silent  
Shadow window system for quiet operation, Peaked roof (77”) for  
standing room, Upper and lower vents, Unassembled, can ship freight.
4x6 Outdoorsman Combo (Unassembled - OD46BGK) .......... $1249.99
5x6 Outdoorsman Octagon (Unassembled - OD56OCK) ........ $1699.99
 
The Marksman series includes all the features of the Outdoorsman plus it 
is carpeted and has a Waterproof Acrylic floor coating, Locking door handle. 
Preassembled, sold in store only.
4x6 Gun/Archery Combo Blind (MM46BG)...............................$1399.99
5x5 Octagon Gun/Archery Combo Blind (MM55OC) ...............$1799.99
6x6 Octagon Archery Combo Blind (MM66OA) ...................... $1949.99

 Padded Gun Rest
Included

Outdoorsman Marksman
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Gen 3 Trigger Stick
New Locking Legs & Quick detatch 
yoke system. Lightweight height-
adjustable gun rest and optical 
gear mount, with just one hand 
and the pull of a trigger, adjust the 
Primos Trigger Stick to your de-
sired height while sitting, kneeling 
or standing. Detachable V yoke. 
Fits 1/4”-20 & 3/8”-16 threaded fix-
tures for securing optical gear and 
almost any other mountable device.  

Gen 3 Bi-Pod Tall - 65814 (24-61”) ...........................................$111.99
Gen 3 Tri-Pod Tall - 65815 (24-61”) ...........................................$149.99

Double Bull Swivel Seat
Double Bull branded ground blind hunting chair that 
will swivel 360 degrees to allow easier maneuver-
ability in our blinds. Higher weight rating than com-
petitors , Double Bull Quality , Truth camo fabric.
PR65153.................................................... $69.99

Primos Surround View Blinds
The revolutionary Primos Double Bull Surround View Blind is the Blind 
“Without A Blind Spot”. Constructed with exclusive one-way see-through 
walls that let you see all of your surroundings without being seen. Now you 
can spot all the movement you would miss with traditional blinds, yet remain 
just as concealed. The Surround View comes with one-way see through 
walls on 2, 3, or 4 sides depending on model. 
Dimensions - 180 - 48” x 48” x 65”, 270 - 55” x 55” x 70”, 360 - 60” x 60” x 70”.
Surround View 180 (2 Sides See-Through) 65152 .................... $299.99
Surround View 270 (3 Sides See-Through) 65151 .................... $399.99
Surround View 360 (4 Sides See-Through) 65150 .................... $499.99
Ground Blind stakes keep your blind where you want it, by preventing wind 
and weather from moving it for you.
Blind Stakes 60086 ........................................................................ $10.99
Brushlock Netting attaches to your blind to give you an easy way to add 
brush from the area to help conceal the blind.
Brush Lock Brush Netting 60089 ................................................. $21.99

Primos Double Bull Deluxe
Equipped with the patented Double Bull hub system, this blind is easy to set 
up and extremely solid. Zipperless door for silent entry even with gear on. 
180 degree front window, Hub to Hub is 77”, Height 70”, Weight 27 lbs (ap-
proximate weight with bag), Floor 60” x 60”.
60061............................................................................................. $309.99

Allen Burlap Material
Durable and weather resistant fabric lasts several years, dull finish is glare 
free, 12’ x 54”.
AL25641A MAX-4 ............................................................................. $9.99
AL2583 MOBU .................................................................................. $9.99
AL2567 Realtree AP  ...................................................................... $13.99

CLD 3 Tripod
Three section high-strength but lightweight 
aluminum legs with camo finish support the 
Switcharoo shooting system. Inch markers on 
legs, All-terrain foot system with rubber feet 
that screw up to expose a steel tip for use 
on ice, Height 22”-68”, Carry bag and allen 
wrench included, weight approx. 40oz.
735535.............................................. $119.99

WHEN THE SMOKE CLEARS
WE HAVE YOUR MUZZLELOADING GEAR HERE 
No FFL Required. Check Local Laws

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Big Game Guardian XLT 18’
This steel constructed, two-person 18’ ladder 
stand comes fully loaded with a comfortable, 
stable, and spacious design. The foot platform is 
36.5” Wide x 12.5” Deep, as well as a 38” Wide 
x 12” Deep bench style seat design. Features 
include a padded shooting rail for a steady shot 
for gun hunting, and it flips up and out of the 
way for a clear shooting lane for bow hunting. 
Weight 53 lbs., Weight capacity of 500 Lbs. In-
cluded are two TMA-Certified full body harnesses.
LS4860 ...................................................$119.99

Muddy Odyssey XTL 20’
Constructed of powder coated steel, this 
stand is super comfortable. Silencer tech-
nology has no metal on metal contact, The 
spacious seat flips back for full platform 
use. Flip-back two-way Adjustable (height 
& depth) padded shooting rail, Flip-back 
foot rest, 1 X drink holder + 2 x accessory 
hooks. 20’ to shooting rail, Foot platform 
18” x 26”, Seat 22” x 17” x 19”, Weight Ca-
pacity 300lbs. Safety harness included.
MLS1776 ...................................$179.99

HME Bow Hangers
Machined mounting screw, Holds your bow, 
Includes two accessory hooks, Extends to 
20 in. and folds flat. 3-Pack.
HMEFBH3 .....................................$12.99

Univ. Mount Bow Holder
Slide-N-Lock mounting system attaches to 
virtually any ladder or climber treestand. 
Mount in seconds with no tools required. 
Hanger fork rotates 360 degrees to accom-
modate any bow limb and riser curvatures.
HMEUMBH ......................................$9.99

Archer’s Practice Stand
Lightweight bow holder supports any bow, 
Works on any relatively flat surface, Vinyl 
coating to protect your bow. Arrow holding 
ring included.
HMEAPS .......................................$14.99

Archer’s Platform Post
Universally mounts to all treestand plat-
forms. Mounts to platform with one stainless 
steel bolt. Hanger fork rotates 360 degrees 
and is vinyl coated to protect bow finish.
HMEAPP ....................................... $11.99

Archer’s Ground Stake
Easily and securely steps into the ground, 
Fork rotates 360 degrees and viny coating 
protects bow from damage.
HMEAGSAR (with arrow ring) .... $11.99
HMEAGS .........................................$8.99

Easy Aim Gun Rest
Mounts over the upper cross rails of the 
blind hub. No tools necessary. Stable de-
sign, Easily move the rest to any side of the 
blind, V-bracket swivels 360 degrees.
HMEEAGR .......................................$9.99

BrickHouse Blind
Sets up and takes down in a 
flash and is incredibly stable in 
windy conditions. Velcro window 
system with 10 windows features 
a 360º view and shoot through 
camo mesh, Carbon Enhanced 
ShadowGuard Interior & Du-
rashell outer shell is quiet and 
weather/wear resistant material. 
Hub to hub shooting width 69”.

    APAMEBL3001 .......................................................................... $99.99
    APAMEBF3007 (Silent Brickhouse - Mossy Oak) ................ $129.99

• Rugged hub wall design
• Includes Stakes and Tiedowns 
• Pack (Included) 8” x 42” long

• Shoot through mesh 
• 55” x 55” x 66” tall 
• Weight 16lbs

Gunner Blind
Ideal for Firearm and CrossBow Hunting and 
a great hide for Photographers. Spring Steel 
pops up for instant setup, Window tie-downs, 
Shoot-Through Mesh, Stakes & High Wind Tie-
Downs, Backpack carrying case, Pack dimen-
sions: 24” x 2” thick, Weight 14 lbs. Realtree Edge.
APAMEBL1000 ..............................................................................$54.99 

Chair Blinds
Great for firearm and crossbow hunting, Realtree 
Edge Camo. Durashell Plus fabric shell. Cover 
flips over chair for concealment, Front and side 
zippered windows.
APAMEBL2000 (1-Man, 34x45x54”) ......$74.99 
APAMEBL2001 (2-Man, 61x52x60”) ....$124.99
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OtterBox Trooper Cooler
The Trooper LT 30 Cooler has a 30qt capacity, It quickly converts from 
a shoulder carry to backpack carry, Wide opening for easy access, Ac-
cessory mounting system accepts optional accessories like drink holders, 
Leakproof seal secures contents, Water resistant exterior pockets, Premi-
um grade thermal insulation keeps ice for 3+ days, Solid heavy-duty base, 
Bottle opener accessory included. Multiple colors available.
Starting At ................................................................................... $299.99

Quad Pod 12’
The steel constructed “Quad” quad-
pod measures 12’ tall from the 
ground to the shooting rail and has 
an exterior 2-rail ladder for easy 
entry.  Padded, full surround 36” 
high shooting rail, steel floor, and 2 
Muddy Flex-tek seats are only a few 
of the benefits of this quad-pod. The 
expanded metal platform measures 
57” x 57”. Can be used with or with-
out the camouflage blind, having an 
84” standing height.  Includes blind 
securing tie-downs. The “Quad” 
weighs 110 lbs. and holds a weight 
rating of 500 lbs..
12’ Quad Pod ....................$389.99
Quad Roof Kit ..................$149.99
12’ Tripod (Not Shown)....$179.99

The BOSS XL
Flex-tek seat for all day comfort, Wide stance 
platform (25”x34”) with fixed footrest, Seat 
(18”x12”) flips back for full platform use, Seat 

height 22”, 2” Silent slide buckle strap, Full 
body fall arrest harness included, Weight 

rating 300 lbs., Made of steel, Weighs 20 lbs.
MFP1200 ...................................................$89.99

Partner Double Ladderstand
Flex-tek seats fold back for full use of the wide 
foot platform that is 40”w x 33”d, Seat size 
is 37”w x 18”d.  Seat height is 20”, Padded 
shooting rail flips out of the way for bow hunt-
ers, Includes ratchet straps and 2 safety har-
nesses, Weight rating 500 lbs, Weight 75 lbs.
MLS2300 .................................................$269.99

Pelican Coolers
New soft sided cooler holds 24 cans! Guaranteed for life! 7-10 day ice reten-
tion on larger models, 2” polyurethane insulation (20qt has .78” Insulation), 
Dual handle system (Molded-in & Hinged) with Press & Pull latches, Mold-
ed-In tie downs, Non-skid & Non-marking raised feet, Lock hasp, Stainless 
steel plate, Sloped drain & Tethered threaded plug is garden hose attach-
able, (30qt and up), Stainless steel hardware, Integrated fish tape measure 
on Lid (30qt and up).
20QT (See Website for Choice of 6 Colors) .............................. $149.99
30QT (See Website for Choice of 3 Colors) .............................. $224.99
50QT (Tan/Orange or White/Grey) .............................................. $299.99
70QT (Tan/Orange or White/Grey) .............................................. $349.99
32oz Bottle ..................................................................................... $29.99 
32oz Tumbler .................................................................................. $21.99

Hooyman Tree Saws
The four edge tooth design on the premium high carbon steel blade cuts 
amazingly well. Aircraft grade aluminum sections of the telescopic arm are 
in an I-beam configuration & lock individually for an incredibly sturdy saw.
CL655226 5ft Extendable Saw ....................................................... $49.99
CL655227 10ft Extendable Saw ..................................................... $79.99
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Christensen Arms Mesa
Lightweight rifle with a featherweight contour, Weighs only 6.5lbs, Stainless 
Steel Threaded Barrel (1/2x28), Carbon fiber stock, Sub-MOA Guarantee.
Various Calibers ........................................................................$1299.99

Christensen Arms Ridgeline
Carbon fiber wrapped barrel, Spiral fluted bolt, Scalloped bolt knob, and a 
carbon fiber composite stock, Weight 6.3lbs, Sub-MOA Guarantee.
Various Calibers ........................................................................$1995.99

Modern Precision Rifle
The Christensen Arms Modern Precision Rifle is the next-generation chas-
sis system. Developed with a 100% proprietary chassis and weighing less 
than 7 lbs (16” .308), the Modern Precision Rifle is built to tackle your next 
big adventure, Sub-MOA Guarantee. 16”-27” Barrel Options, Available in 6.5 
PRC, 6.5 Creedmoor, .308, .300 Win, .300 Norma, .338 Lapua.
Various Calibers ........................................................$2295.99-$2395.99

Ameristep Tree Steps
A tapered self-tapping threaded point makes 
these one-piece rod-type steps easy to install. 
They are deeply knurled for safe climbing and 
strength-tested to 1,100 pounds.
AP4NAS026 ..............................................$2.29

NAP Mantis Ground Blinds
Designed with the bowhunter in mind, The Mantis 3 Ground Blind features 
massive floor space. Interior slope design optimized to for multiple hunters. 
The asymmetrical design and peaked roof provide for the ultimate conceal-
ment. Rain/Snow roll right off. 73” tall. 600 Denier oxford weave poly fabric, 
Brush loops, and tie downs. Wheelchair accessible.
NAP60031 (Mantis 3-Hub, 48 Sq ft) ............................................. $299.99
NAP60030 (Mantis 2-Hub, 38 Sq ft) ............................................. $199.99

Wildgame Halo XL450
Maximum range of 450 yards, 6X magnifi-
cation, Angle Intelligence technology, Scan 
mode, +/- 1 yard, Water resistant, Uses 
CR2 lithium battery (included).
XL450 ............................................ $89.99

Nikon Aculon AL11
Ultra-compact size (3.6” x 2.9” x 1.5”), this 
new rangefinder redefines “portability”, 
Weighing just 4.4 ounces, 6-550 yds, 6x 
magnification, 18mm Eye Relief, CR2 Lith-
ium battery.
NK8397 ......................................... $189.99

ATN Laser Ballistics 1000
Bluetooth pairs with your smartphone/tab-
let or your ATN Smart HD Scope (Gen2+). 
Get instant turret adjustments and point of 
impact corrections on your device’s App. 
5-1000yds, 6x. 
LBLRF1000B ............................... $279.99

Vortex Ranger
Primary HCD (Horizontal Component Dis-
tance) mode with angle compensated dis-
tance, Fully multi-coated lenses for optimal 
light transmission, 3 Brightness settings, 6x 
mag., +/- 3yd@1000yds, CR2 battery and 
case included, 7.7oz, Waterproof design.
RRF131 (9-1300 Yds) ................. $299.99
RRF181 (9-1800 Yds) ................. $429.99

Truck Hitch Hoist
Hoist your game into your pick-up. 360 degree swivel 
shaft with locking pin system, Adjustable support foot 
for stability, Gambrel included for skinning or cleaning 
game, Swivel prevention hook, 600 lb capacity, Min. 
height: 74” Max. height: 102” Finish: black powder 
coating. Mounts to 2” receiver hitch.
HMEHH .......................................................$129.99

Hunt Comfort Fatboy Gel
A must have for all day hunting comfort. Built to 
reduce and gently distribute your seated pres-
sure. Hunt Comfort’s finest seat in Realtree 
measures 14 x 16 x 3 inches. This comfortable 
seat is made in the USA.
HCSC75G6D ............................................$59.99
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Mojo Voodoo Dove Decoy
Put the “magic” on ‘em, Magnetically con-
nected wings, Runs up to 16 hours on a 
single set of 4 AA batteries (not included), 
Includes steel support pole.
HW2300............................................ $39.99

Mojo Wind Dove Decoy
The air driven version. Spins with the slight-
est wind. Utilizes the popular patented 
breast peg and included support pole.
HW7201............................................ $16.99

Expedite Clip-on-Dove
Realistic paint scheme, Blow molded body 
with a heavy duty clip for mounting on trees, 
fences or posts. Also has an eyelet for hang-
ing in trees and other places. 4 clip-on-doves.
21814185.......................................... $12.99 
21690093 (Triple Play Motion) ....... $49.99

Expedite Dove-n-Air
Random wing flapping will keep bringing 
them in, Wings remove for easy storage, Re-
quires 3 AA batteries (not included), Run time 
6-8 hours, Includes ground stake.
21691090.......................................... $26.99

Allen Antler Mounting Kit
A sturdy plaque with a wood grain laminated finish 
and an engravable plate. Includes a skull cover 
that can be formed to most horn configurations.
AL561 (Red)    AL562 (Green) ........... $11.99ea

Walnut Hollow Deer Kits
Do it yourself kits come with easy to follow instruc-
tions, For wall or table top display, Solid wood 
mounting panels, Available in Oak, Walnut and 
more. Antlers & Skull not included.
Various Styles Starting at ..................... $19.99

Allen Turkey Mounting Kit
The Turkey Tail Mounting Kit from Allen has a 
wood grain look and a brass plated cover to high-
light your trophy..
AL566 ...................................................... $14.99

Allen Big Buck Trophy Kit
Professionally mount your trophy horns or antlers. 
Includes engravable brass plate and mounting 
hardware. Use for deer, antelope, and similar game.
AL5616 (Mocha) ........................................$14.99  
AL5615 (MOBU) ........................................$17.99

Skull Master Antler Kit
Kit includes all hardware needed to attach 
a set of harvested or shed antlers to a Eu-
ropean deer skull quickly without the mess. 
2 interchangeable top sections, Wall mount.
MMSM (White) ................................. $36.99 
(Snow Camo or Fall Camo) ............ $67.99

Black Forest Plaque
Just detach your antlers flush at the pedicles 
and attach them from the bottom of the in-
cluded skull plate using the hardware pro-
vided. It also works great on shed antlers!
MMRBF ............................................ $29.99

Beard Collector Turkey
Easy, do-it-yourself turkey fan, feet (option-
al), and beard mounting kit. Shotgun shell, 
metal-plated beard holders allow you to dis-
play up to 5 beards.
MMRBC ............................................ $29.99

Skull Hooker Wall
Fully adjustable European mounting bracket arm 
swings right and left taking advantage of all areas 
of a room. Patent pending prong securely slips into 
natural holes in all skulls. Black or Brown.

Little Hooker (Deer, Hog) ...........................$32.99
Big Hooker (Elk, Moose) .............................$54.99

Skull Hooker Table
Mount your trophy on an end table, desk or 
coffee table. Skull Hooker Table Mount de-
sign works the same as the standard Skull 
Hookers but with a table top platform instead.
Table Top Hooker ...........................$49.99

Buck Boiler
No more paying the taxidermist or spending 

hours standing over a boiling pot. All-electric sys-
tem for preparing your own Trophies. 8 hour cycle 
time. Safe, Effective and Inexpensive way to prepare 
European dressed hunting trophies yourself.
95000 ...........................................................$89.99

ALL
ELECTRIC

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Browning Hub Style Blinds
Browning blinds are made from 600D Polyester fabric 
with blacked out backing for durability and concealment, 
Silent-trac window system for limitless window positions, 
Shoulder carry bag included. Phantom and Powerhouse 
include LED light with swivel clip for that early morning or 
late evening light source.
Browning Illusion 
55” x 55” x 66” - Shadow-Flauge .....................$149.99
Browning Phantom
59” x 59” x 70” - Realtree Xtra ..........................$199.99
Browning Powerhouse
59” x 59” x 82” - Realtree Xtra ..........................$249.99

Stealth Hunter 360 
For extra stability and comfort, we have improved 
on the Shadow Hunter Chair and added a 4th leg. 
Silent 360° swivel seat equipped with a sturdy base 
and TechMesh fabric, Powder coated steel frame, 
Independently adjustable legs, Large swivel feet 
position on uneven ground, Adjustable seat height 
17”-23”, 18” x 14” x 37” tall, Capacity 275 lbs.
8433014....................................................$74.99
8433914 (Deluxe with Armrests) ...........$99.99

Alps Pursuit Backpack 
Lashing straps and bow pocket keep your bow secure while 
hiking. Large main pocket, Large front pocket and lower side 
mesh pockets, Padded waist belt, Blaze orange rain cover. 
9411205 ...................................................................$79.99

Alps Big Bear Pack
Two packs in one, Can be used as a Fanny Pack or 
pull out the Day Pack for an extra 1900 cubic inches, 
Fanny pack has large main compartment, 2 side 

pockets and front pocket, 800 cubic inches. Day pack por-
tion is stowed in the top of the fanny pack.
9411095 ................................................................... $59.99

Browning PRO XD Models
The Pro XD has the most robust feature set of the Dark Ops 
and Strike Force Series. Features “Dual Camera Lens Tech-
nology”.  This feature incorporates a custom tuned daytime 
camera lens to produce razor sharp daytime images, while the 
dedicated night camera lens takes incredibly clear nighttime 
photos.  24MP picture quality, 1080p Full HD video with sound, 
lightning fast 0.15 second trigger speed and .5 sec recovery 
time, and superior battery life (6 AA not included).  Time/Date/
Temp/Moon/Barometer/Camera ID image stamp, Additional 
features include 1.5” viewing screen, Timelapse mode, 8 multi 
shot + 8 rapid fire images, Adjustable flash range, SD card 
management options and Smart IR video to keep recording 
game during the daytime. Up to 512GB SD card (not included). 
All steel adjustable tree mounting bracket included. 12v exter-
nal power jack.
Strike Force Pro XD - Low Red Glow IR - 120ft.....$199.99 
Dark Ops Pro XD - Black Flash IR - 80ft ................$219.99

Browning Pro Models
18MP, 1.5” color view screen and an all-steel ad-
justable mounting bracket. Adjustable flash with 3 
settings; Power Save, Long Range and Fast Mo-
tion. SD card management, 720p video clips with 
sound, Timelapse, .3 sec trigger, .6 sec recovery, 
Runs on 6AA batteries. SD up to 512GB (not incl.)
Strike Force Pro (IR Flash 120ft) ......... $159.99 
Dark Ops Pro (Black Flash 80ft) .......... $169.99

Browning HD850 & HD940
16MP, “Zero” blur technology eliminates motion 
blur from night time pictures, Smart IR Video, SD 
card management, 720p video clips with sound 
and timelapse capability, .4 sec trigger, .8 sec re-
covery, SD card up to 512GB (not included), Runs 
on 6AA batteries.
Strike Force HD (IR Flash 120ft) .......... $109.99 
Dark Ops HD (Black Flash 80ft)........... $129.99

Command OPS Pro
Big performance in a small package, 14MP, SD 
card management, 70ft Infrared (low red glow) 
flash, 720p video clips with sound (5 sec - 2 min), 
4 multi shot and 4 rapid fire images, Time/Date/
Temp/Moon/ID image stamp, Timelapse, .5 sec 
trigger, SD card up to 32GB (not included), Runs 
on 6AA batteries..
Command Ops Pro ................................. $99.99
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Uncle Henry Bear Paw Lockback
Lockback design will ensure your safety while you’re using it to cut fabric, 
open boxes, or mark wood. Handle 5”, Blade 3.7, Leather Sheath included.
TKLB7CP .........................................................................................$24.99 

Uncle Henry Papa Bear Lockback
7Cr17MoV High Carbon Stainless Steel Clip Point Blade with Nail Pull.  Fea-
tures Staglon Handle with Brass Bolsters, Brass Pins and Heat Treated Back 
Springs. Includes Brown Leather Belt Sheath. Handle 5”, Blade 3.67”.
TKLB8CP .........................................................................................$22.99 

Old Timer Lumberjack
Genuine Bone handles, Mirror polished 
9Cr18MoV Stainless steel clip point, 
sheepsfoot and pen blade with nail 
pulls, Sawcut bone handles with 
Nickel Silver Bolsters, Brass pins 
and heat treated back springs.
TK858OTBCP ............$23.99

SOG Spec Elite I & II Automatic Knives
Producing top-of-the-line products for professionals is what we do. The Spec 
Elite series is one go-to blade when things get serious. AUS-8 Stainless 
Steel, Hard-cased Black Tini Finish, Clip Point Blade, Anodized Aluminum 
606-T6 handle. Check State and Local Laws on automatic knives.
SOGSE52 (Elite I - 2.8oz, Length 7.8”, Blade 3.5”) ..................... $99.99 
SOGSE62 (Elite II - 3.6oz, Length 8.9”, Blade 4”) ....................... $99.99

Havalon Piranta-Z
A longer and wider handle than the Edge but 
remains as lightweight as ever and ready to 
tackle that next skinning job. Ambidextrous 
thumb studs. Super strong military grade poly-
mer handle, Overall length 7.25”, Liner lock, In-
cludes 12 additional blades and nylon holster.
XTC60AZ............................................ $32.99 

Piranta Stag
Make skinning easy with the unique grip that rep-
resents the contours of the terrain you hunt. Wet, 
dry or dirty, this handle design will always give you 
a solid grip, Liner lock, Ambidextrous thumb studs, 
Open back for easy cleaning, 6 additional blades 
and nylon holster included.
XTC60ASTAGDCAM .............................. $34.99 

Bubba Blade
The patented and well known textured 
no-slip-grip handle made from ther-
moplastic polymer then wrapped with 
a special synthetic rubber that stays 
sticky when wet for total grip security. 
Thumb and finger pads ensure total 
control, Non-stick blade coating pre-
vents rusting & pitting.
7” Fillet (17F) .......................... $49.99  
9” Fillet (19TF)........................ $54.99
Lucky Lew Folding (15FK) .... $39.99
Gut Hook (1GH)...................... $44.99
Gut Hook Camo (1GHMO) ..... $52.99
6” Boning Camo (16TKMO) .. $49.99
6” Bayou Fixed (16BBX) ....... $49.99
7” Woody Fixed (1WD) .......... $59.99
Fishing Pliers (1FP) ............... $49.99

Outdoor Edge Razor Lite
Replacement blade system for the fastest 
skinning job around, Sharpen the blade 
or simply replace it, Rubberized handle, 
Comes complete with 6 replaceable blades 
and nylon sheath. Hunter Orange.
Razor Lite Blaze OERB20 ........... $34.99
Repl. Blades (6).............................. $9.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear

Havalon Piranta-Edge
Faster, easier skinning and field dressing of just 
about any kind of wild game. Big or small, the 
Edge is ready to handle any job, and will help cut 
down your time in the field. Overall length 7.25”, 
Liner lock, Includes 12 additional blades and ny-
lon holster.
XTC60AEDGE........................................$32.99 
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Throwing Knives
Kershaw 3 piece set of 9” throwing knives. Dual-
edged spear point blades, Paracord handles, 
3Cr13 black oxide Blackwash finish, Includes 
black nylon belt sheath. 
KS1747BWX (3-Pack) ..........................$32.99

Full Tang Machete
3CR13 stainless steel blade and a TPR handle. 
Overall length is 20.90” and weighs .94lbs. Lanyard 
hole, Includes nylon belt sheath. 
TKSCMACH2CP ........................................ $19.99

Kershaw Showtime
Perfect for pocket carry whether you are dressed 
up or down. Two-tone black oxide and satin finish. 
Speedsafe, Blade 3”, Handle 4”, OAL 6.75” 3.7 oz. 
KS1955....................................................... $32.99

Kershaw Induction
Great for everyday carry, Reversible pocket clip, An-
odized Aluminum handle with nylon insert, Speed-
safe, Handle 4.4”, Blade 3.1”, OAL 7.6”, 3.75 oz. 
KS1905....................................................... $36.99

Boker Arbolito Stag
Traditional stag fixed 3-1/2” blade made of N695 
stainless steel with a notched thumb ramp for 
stability and control. Premium stag handle with 
a tapered tang for a comfortable grip. High-grade 
leather sheath. Overall length is 7-1/2”.
BO02BA319H ....................................... $79.99

Boker Cowboy Crossdraw
The upswept blade of 440C stainless steel pro-
vides all the punch needed for everyday work 
chores, as well as providing an excellent skinning 
knife. 6 3/8”. Cinch logo stamped on blade.
BO02BO515CI ...................................... $79.99

Vortex Knockout Knife
Speedsafe spring assist blade glides open with the 
flipper or thumb stud, The DLC coated corrosion-
resistant blade is forged from Sandvik 14C28N 
carbon steel, 4 Position deep pocket clip, Precision 
hinge, Made in the USA.
VX18700LBLK ........................................... $69.99

Outdoor Edge Sharp-X
Pocket sized to take anywhere, Base 
folds flat, Universal 22 degree angle, 
Tungsten carbide bits, Ceramic finish-
ing rod, Rubber grip.
OESX100D ................................$8.99

Outdoor Edge Onyx EDC
Razor knife with replacement blades that change with the push of a button, 
3.5” Japanese 420J2 stainless blades, Polymer handle with non-slip grip, 
Double sided thumb studs, Includes 3 replacement blades. 
OEOX10C.......................................................................................$19.99

Kershaw OSO Sweet
Classic drop-point blade with SpeedSafe assist-
ed opening and ambidextrous flipper, Reversible 
pocket clip, Glass filled nylon handle, 8Cr13MoV 
steel, Overall length 7.25”.
KS1830ODSW (Olive Stonewash) .......$19.99

Kershaw Link Tanto
Extra carbon and chromium boost corrosion re-
sistance, Blackwash tanto blade has a worn look, 
Aluminum handle is anodized dark grey. Speed-
safe, Handle 4.4”, Blade 3.25”, OAL 7.6”, 4.8 oz.
KS1776TGRYBW (Grey Blackwash) ...$42.99

Kershaw Scallion
A smaller knife, perfectly sized for pocket carry 
with SpeedSafe assisted opening. Made in the 
USA. Handle 3.5”, Blade 2.4”. Overall length 
5.75”, Weight 2.3 oz. Exclusive Grey/Blackwash.
KS1620GRYBW (Grey Blackwash) ......$34.99
KS1620NB (Navy Blue).........................$49.99

327FG
$134.99

015FG
$149.99

162FG
$84.99

326FG
$69.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
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Hurricane Target
Features a bright background with high 
contrast hurricane aiming points. Tri-core 
technology for outstanding performance.
FL60700 (23”x 25”x 12”) ............ $39.99

Scott Buzz
Single jaw caliper design, Roller-sear for 
consistent trigger pull, Adjustable to fit any 
archer, Forward knurled trigger, See web-
site for available colors. Black buckle.
Buzz (Various Colors) ................. $54.99

Scott Advantage
The lightweight three finger release is a 
tournament choice for many archers, Ad-
justable moon with click, Thumb peg for 
drawing assistance.
Advantage (Black or Green) ..$119.99

Scott Longhorn Hunter
Three finger back tension release, Open er-
gonomic full radius handle, Patented rope 
connector, Realtree Xtra buckle.
6003HU ....................................... $149.99

Scott Echo
Hyper-jaw design has independent jaws 
that operate in perfect sync eliminating 
torque. Roller Trigger System.
5001BS2LB ..............................$119.99

SKB I-Series Bow Cases
The iSeries injection molded waterproof cases are constructed 
of ultra high-strength polypropylene copolymer resin and fea-
ture a gasketed, waterproof and dust-proof, submersible design 
(IP67) that is resistant to corrosion and impact damage. The 
molded-in hinge with stainless steel hinge pins, patented “trig-
ger release” latch system, comfortable, snap-down rubber over-
molded cushion grip handles, secure stacking, and automatic 
ambient pressure equalization valve (MIL-STD-648C) all contrib-
ute to its military grade design. Color: Black.
3i-3614HPL (35”x14”x5”, Team Hoyt, Single) ........ $279.99
3i-4214PL (40”x14.5”x5”, Single Bow) .................... $189.99
3i-4217DB (40”x16”x6.5”, Double Bow).................. $249.99
3i-5014DB (50”x13.5”x6”, Double Bow/Gun) ......... $259.99

Field Logic Black Hole
2 sides for broadheads and 2 sides for 
fieldpoints. The broadhead side is open 
and the field points sides are wrapped 
with woven polyurethane. Made in USA.
61210 (22”x 20”x 11”) .............. $59.99

Plano Compact Case
Compact design securely holds parallel limb bows in high-densi-
ty foam, Thick wall construction with pillar lock system, Lockable 
and airline approved, Comfortable molded handle, Arrow storage 
under lid, 43.25” x 19” x 6.75”. 
PLN111096 .....................................................................$29.99

Block Classic 18
Shoot broadheads or field points, the 
ope-layered design stops arrows with 
friction, not force which results in long 
target life. Stops field points, broadheads 
and expandables.
51100 (18”x 18”x 16”) .............. $54.99

Delta 3-D Targets
We carry a variety of 3-D animals, De-
signed for backyard shooting, Flex foam 
solid bodies. Use field points, mechanical 
and fixed broadheads. Boar, Fox, Coyote, 
Rabbit, Turkey, Beaver, Porcupine and 
more are available.
Starting at ...................................$69.99

G5 Montec 
One solid piece of 100% stainless 
steel. Made with patented Monoflow 
Technology which is unsurpassed in 
accuracy durability and penetration. 
Features strong multi-tapered diamond 
cut blades with a cut-on-impact nose 
and that are easy to resharpen for mul-
tiple uses, Pre-season blades are dull 
for target practice, 3-Pack.
Silver (85, 100, 125gr) ............ $39.99 
Pink (85, 100gr) ...................... $39.99 
Pre-Season (85, 100, 125gr) .. $34.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
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IQ Micro Sight
IQ revolutionary Retina Lock Alignment Technology puts you in perfect align-
ment for every shot. This sophisticated technology provides instant feedback 
that will identify even the slightest torque or anchor point change. Using this 
sight will force proper form, build confidence and, most important, extend 
your effective range by 20 yards+ guaranteed! 
IQ Micro Sight 3-Pin, 5-Pin, 7-Pin Starting at ............................ $129.99
IQ Pro XT (5-Pin) .......................................................................... $199.99
IQ Sight Light ................................................................................. $19.99

FMJ (300, 340, 400, 500) ............... $79.99 (6)

Bloodline (330, 400) ...................... $61.99 (6)

Da’ Torch (330, 400) ...................... $89.99 (6)

Axis 5mm (340, 400) ..................... $69.99 (6)

HEXX (330, 400) ............................ $81.99 (6)

Bowfire (330, 400) .........................$72.99 (6)

Pork Chop (400, 500) .................... $41.99 (6)

Carbon Storm (340, 400, 500) .....$59.99 (12)

Junior Arrows (Fixed Field Tip) ..... $8.99 (3)

Arctic Arrows (Fixed Field Tip) .....$17.99 (3)  $32.99 (6)

Gold Tip Arrows
Hunter XT (340/400, 2” Raptor Vanes, 6-Pack)............................ $44.99
Kinetic (340/400, 2” Raptor Vanes, 6-Pack) ................................. $59.99
Velocity XT (300/340/400, 2” Raptor Vanes, 6-Pack) .................. $69.99 
Hunter Pro (340/400, 2” Raptor Vanes, 6-Pack) .......................... $89.99
Valkyrie XT (300/340/400, 2.75” 4-Fletch Vanes, 6-Pack) ........... $79.99

TightSpot Quiver 
Loaded with features and benefits to using the Tight Spot 
over other quivers. The Tight Spot acts like a stabilizer and 
adjusts up/down, forward/back and in/out to give you better 
bow balance. It fits close to your bow reducing torque and 
fatigue when holding your bow away from your body. Ad-
justable arrow grippers holds your arrows tight regardless 
of your shaft diameter. Integrated vibration absorption sys-
tem dampens your bow reducing noise. Extra deep hood 
keeps broadhead blades concealed. Length: 19 3/4”, Hood 
to Gripper length: 18”, Weight: 10.05 oz, Holds 5 Arrows.
TSBLKR (Black) ................................................. $144.99
TSBXBR (RT Xtra).............................................. $144.99

IQ Define Rangefinding Sight
Never again guess about the distance of your target. The IQ Define has 
a built-in Rangefinder. OLED display with blue yardage and yellow battery 
indicator, 2 minute scan mode, External trigger with adhesive, Separate red 
dot visible laser for calibration, Angle compensation built-in so yardage is 
always horizontal distance, 5-Pin, CR2 Battery.
IQ00354 ........................................................................................ $349.99

We Do Bow Work! Tuning, Repairs 
Adjustments

String/Cable Replacements
Installs, Setups and More

Full Service Bow Shop

WE WORK
 ON ALL

 CROSSBOWS
TOO!

Allen Company Hunting Accessories
The Allen Company has been associated with the best hunting & fishing 
equipment since 1970. We have figured out how to make the best hunting 
& fishing equipment at an affordable price. We test our best hunting & fish-
ing equipment in the field where it gets used, not in a lab. Shop our wide 
selection of best hunting and fishing equipment and accessories.

Axis Under Armour (300, 340, 400) .... $64.99 (6)

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Curved capture bar for more versatility, Advanced 
vibration technology, No bounce back guaran-
teed, CNC aluminum. 
HDX Black ............................................ $119.99
HDX Tactical or Camo ......................... $129.99 
HDX Red, Pink, Green, Orange........... $129.99

 
The Ace Micro fall away arrow rest keeps your ar-
row fully contained, Stays up when you let down, 
Zero launcher bounce back, Micro adjust for ul-
timate tuning (micro version only), Ultra slim-line 
launcher for 46% more vane clearance. Made in 
the USA. 
Ace Micro (Blk/Red - Shown).............. $119.99
Ace Standard (Black) ............................ $99.99

Hoyt Pro Defiant
86 years of cutting-edge engineering has cul-
minated in Hoyt’s most advanced aluminum 
bow. Hoyt bows consistently top the most pres-
tigious podiums and punch the most demand-
ing tags, dominating in situations that leave 
no room for error. The Pro Defiant integrates 
the best technologies into a single, dominant 
technology set, including the proven DFX cams 
and UltraFlex limbs, backing its swagger with 
serious technology and performance. The Pro 
Defiant is purpose-built for the most serious, 
demanding bowhunters on the planet.
Pro Defiant Bow  ........................... $1049.99

Green Bow Mount Light
Ultra-bright Green Cree LED, High and Low brightness settings (180/25 
Lumens), Beam distance approx. 175 yards, Pressure switch and push 
button end cap included, Includes rail for bow mounting and can also be 
mounted to Picatinny and Weaver gun mounts, Runtime 2/18 hours - High/
Low, Includes 2 CR123A Batteries.
TG85BLG ....................................................................................$109.99

Tru-Fire Patriot Release
High-strength ultra-wide no-gap jaws for quicker 
loading. Padded nylon strap, Easy ON/OFF, 2 
sizes - Youth/Petite Women or Adult, Ambidex-
trous for left and right handed shooters. Great for 
beginners or keep one as a backup release.
TFPTJR (Youth) or TFPT (Adult) .....$21.99ea

Trophy Ridge Kill Shot
Composite encased Whisker Biscuit, Rubber 
boots silence arrow loading, Windage and Eleva-
tion adjustment, Left or Right handed. Choose 
Red, Pink or Brown.
Your Choice ...........................................$34.99

Hurricane Extreme
The “State of the Art” jaws on the Hurricane open when you depress the trigger, 
and close when you let up. The Hurricane line utilizes a free-floating, self cen-
tering steel roller that rolls along the inside of the jaws. This patented design is 
the smoothest available. Heat treated jaws and triggers have a super smooth 
finish for years of dependable use. All can be adjusted for trigger pressure.  
TFHCEXB (Buckle) .......$29.99    TFHCEXBW (Buckle Web) ..... $33.99

Hoyt PowerMax
Arguably the best bow for the buck, the Pow-
erMax brings you the perfect mix of technol-
ogy, performance, style, and value. Powered 
by the PowerMax cam, this sleek bow features 
a Split-Limb design on a Hoyt TEC riser, for a 
lightweight, hard-hitting, buck-dropping rig. Big 
on technology and easy on the wallet, the Pow-
erMax delivers maximum power, accuracy, and 
feel with a minimum price tag. Includes Pro-fire 
sight, Vector Quick Detach quiver, QAD Hunter 
Ultra-Rest, Flex Blade Stabilizer, wrist sling, 
and Peep sight.
PowerMax Bow Package................$699.99

MTM Broadhead Box
Holds 6 fully assembled broadheads and room 
for spare blades, inserts, nocks, fletchings and 
other small accessories. 8.2” x 4.5” x 2”.
MTMBH141 ...............................................$9.99
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Rage Xtreme Hypodermic
Aerodynamic, compact design offers more pen-
etration than any Rage to date, 3-pack.
39000 (Deep Six 100gr) ........................ $44.99
39100 (Standard 100gr) ........................ $44.99
39800 (+P 100gr 1.5”) ........................... $44.99

Rage Xtreme 4 Blade
Machined Aluminum Ferrule, 100 Grain, 2.3“ 
Cutting Diameter, 7/8” wide cut on contact blade 
(.030), .035 wing blade thickness, Red - High En-
ergy Shock Collar extras included.
51200 (100gr - 2-Pack) .......................... $29.99

Breadcrumb Bluetooth Trackable Nocks
Losing a fully loaded arrow with a broadhead and lighted nock can easily 
set you back $60. Track your nock with your Smartphone’s bluetooth up to 
100 yards away. Recover your game quicker by finding your arrow. Activates 
when fired, Sound chip and speaker calls out to you when hidden in brush or 
the dirt, Over 35 hours of continuous tracking power, the replaceable battery 
is monitored and initiates power saving mode when necessary. 
1-Pack ..............................................................................................$44.99
3-Pack ............................................................................................ $119.99
Crossbow Crescent Nock - 1-Pack ............................................... $44.99

Diamond Infinite Edge Pro
Bowtech pulled out all the stops with the Infinite 
Edge Pro. They extended the draw length to 31″, 
Redesigned the cam system for a flawlessly smooth 
draw cycle, Added a solid back wall to give this bow 
yet another edge over the competition, And they 
added a stabilizer for perfect balance, making the 
Infinite Edge Pro ready for anything. Includes  3-Pin 
Tundra sight, Hostage XL arrow rest, Deadlock Lite 
Octane quiver, Tube peep sight, BCY string loop, 
Comfort wrist sling, 5” Ultra-Lite Octane Stabilizer. 
31.5” Axle-to-Axle, 13-31” draw length, 5-70 lb draw 
weight, 310fps, 3.2 lbs.
12487 (Black)  or 12489 (Camo).........$349.99ea

Rage Xtreme
2.3-inch cutting diameter, Penetrates more than 
any other blade with larger entry and exit wounds, 
Shock collar retention.
55100 (Chisel Tip 100gr - 3-Pack) ........ $44.99

Hybrid Mechanical
Patented “Drive Key” works with bows 
and crossbows. Cut on contact, Low pro-
file design with an in-flight diameter of 
only 5/8” Field tip accuracy in a mechani-
cal broadhead. 3-pack. 
EXT-Hybrid (Red - 100gr.) .........$39.99
EXT-Hybrid HD (Red - 125gr.) ...$39.99
K-2 Hybrid (Blk - 100gr.) ............$39.99
K-2 Hybrid HD (Blk - 125gr.)......$39.99
Hybrid X (Silver 150gr.) .............$49.99
Swine Afflictor (150gr.) ..............$49.99

Fixed Blade
Based on the original EXT and K-2, the 
fixed blades are unstoppable, 3-Pack.
EXT-Fixed (100gr.) .....................$39.99
EXT-Fixed HD (125gr.) ...............$39.99
K-2 Fixed (100gr.).......................$39.99
K-2 Fixed HD (125gr.) ................$39.99

Allen Bonz Bow Case
Fits most bows up to 35”, Simi-rigid con-
struction protects your bow, External arrow 
pocket is 36” long to hold a quiver or arrow 
box. Bonz Camo.
AL6036 (39” x 17”) .......................... $44.99

Location Marker
Locating your hunting spot at 5 AM can be a 
challenge. The last thing you want is to dis-
rupt your surroundings looking for your stand 
or blind. Breadcrumb Bluetooth Location 
markers make it easy to find your way with-
out spooking game. Use Breadcrumb Loca-
tion Markers to mark blood trails, find trail-
cams, and track virtually anything outdoors.
Location Marker 1-Pack ................. $39.99

Allen Force Bow Case
Fits bows up to 35”, Dense foam padding 
and Endura fabric will protect your bow, 
Snag resistant lining, Made in the USA.
AL600 (39” x 17”) ............................ $25.99

EXT

K-2
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Nikon Bolt XR 3x32
Fully Multi-coated optics, Zero-

reset turrets, Water, Fog and 
Shockproof. BDC 60 Reticle. 

          NK8461 ................ $159.99

Crank
For use with Barnett’s 
Quad limb crossbows, Full 
stock integration, Right or 

left hand, 16 lb. tension.
17450 ..........................$119.99

Rope Cocker
Rope/pulley design reduces 
the cocking effort by 50%, 
while providing consistent 
string alignment.
AL755 .........................$11.99

Delta Speed Bag
For high performance cross-
bows up to 400fps. Easy ar-
row removal. Carry handle 
and flat bottom for sitting.  
24” x 24” x 10”, Field tips only.
70630.........................$39.99

Barnett Raptor Pro STR Crossbow
Features a single bolt assembly and an improved stock that is a 
better fit for full adult frames, while retaining its compact size 36.5” 
x 17.75”. TriggerTech Frictionless Release with custom trigger, Zero 
creep 3 lb. pull, Silent safety, Nock sensor minimizes dry firing.  4x32 
scope, Rope cocker, Quiver, 2 bolts, 400fps, 6.9 lbs, 187 lb draw.
78005 (Realtree Xtra) .......................................................$549.99

Stryker Katana 360
The Katana 360 outperforms the competition in size, technology, speed, 
weight and balance across the board. High efficiency and low pound-
age makes it ghostly quiet when shot, giving hunters the best chance of 
success. 360 fps, Power stroke: 13”, 150lb Draw weight, Weight 6.5lbs, 
Guardian anti-dry fire, Bullpup stock - Shorter overall length for better bal-
ance, Reverse draw cams for more power in a shorter crossbow, Safely 
decock feature, Overall length: 35”, 17.5” Axle-to-Axle (Full Draw), 20 
3/16” uncocked, Realtree Xtra Green. 
13178.......................................................................................... $899.99

Carbon Express Intercept Supercoil LT
The Intercept Supercoil LT features a unique, AR-style design. Built       

on the Intercept Chassis, the Intercept platform uses the same reliable, mod-
ular component system as AR black guns and it can accommodate almost 
all military and commercial AR parts. Customize the stock, grip, foregrip, 
scope/sight, sling, quiver, and other critical areas to achieve a personalized 
length of pull and proper, full-view eye relief for an optimized custom fit. 
Devastating speeds of 360+ fps, Power Stroke 13.5”, 175lb Draw weight, 
Weight, 7.45lbs, Overall length 30.25”, 17” width uncocked.
CE20253.........................................................................................$379.99

Rope Cocker
Rope/pulley design reduces 
the cocking effort by 50%, 
while providing consistent 
string alignment.
BC17014 ....................$19.99

Barnett Recruit Terrain Crossbow
This is the only crossbow in Barnett’s line of full-size models featur-
ing a solid desert tan stock. The Recruit Terrain has a design that’s 
aesthetically and technologically on-point. 330 fps, Power Stroke 
12.5”, 140 lb. Draw, 6.4 lbs. 16.125” axle to axle, 34.25” x 18.25”, 
Includes 4x32 scope, Rope cocker, Quiver, 2 bolts.
78125................................................................................ $299.99

Barnett Tactical TS370
Telescoping butt stock, Triggertech Precise Trigger Control, Metal 
injection molded trigger with frictionless release, Nock sensor mini-
mizes dry fires, Soft-Lok floating bristle arrow retainer, TriggerTech 
Frictionless Release with custom zero creep 3lb trigger, Silent safe-
ty, Pass through foregrip and finger safety reminders.  370fps, Pow-
erstroke 12.5”, Kinetic Energy 115 ft lbs, 187lb draw, Axle to Axle 
16.125”, 4x32 scope, Rope cocker, Quiver, 2 bolts, 6.9 lbs.
78001................................................................................ $499.99
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Plano Spire Case
Provides excellent protection, High-density foam 
padding, Balanced carry handles, Heavy duty 
latches, Quiver storage, Compact size fits most 
modern crossbow models, Padlock clasps, Inte-
rior 39” x 24.5” x 12”.
PLN113200.............................................. $79.99

Bulldog Deluxe
Heavy-duty Nylon, water resistant outer shell 
in black/camo, 1 1/2” total padding, Full length 
heavy duty zipper. 44” x 33”.
BDCBC.................................................... $29.99

Thump Decocker
De-cock your crossbow safely and without using one of your 
good bolts, Reusable design, Safety arrow head, Fits any quiver.
BC17526 (3-Pack) ......................................................... $17.99

Barnett Headhunter
Half moon nocks, 3” vanes, 11gpi Made in the USA.
BC19002 (20”)    BC19000 (22”) .............. $7.49ea
BC16075 (20” - 5-Pack) ............................. $34.99

Excalibur FireBolt Illuminated
Flatback nock, 4” vanes, 265 gr.
EC22CAVIL3  - 3-Pack ................................ $54.99

Beman ICS Crossbow Hunter 
Multi-Laminate Carbon, 10.5gpi
ES520816 (20”) ...........................................$4.99ea

Easton Bloodline
High-strength Carbon Composite, 10.5gpi
ES420831 (20” - 6-Pack) ..............................$39.99

Black Hole X-Bow
Stops bolts up to 400fps, 4 sided shooting for ex-
tended life, Shoot field points and broadheads, 
16”x16”x14”.
FL61212 .................................................. $69.99

Nockturnal Nocks
Lighter than other lighted nocks, only 25gr. String acti-
vated switch is protected and will not turn on/off inad-
vertently. 20 hour battery, Can be seen for hundreds 
of yards. 3 per pack. Choose Red (NT302), Green 
(NT305), or Red/Green Strobe (NT300).
Your Choice ......................................................$21.99

TruGlo Opti-Speed 1-4x24
A drop-compensating reticle provides accurate hold-overs from 20-70 
yards and calibrates to any speed of crossbow by scaling the reticle with 
a simple dial. The glass-etched reticle can be used with or without the 
illumination, depending on surrounding light and target color. Calibrates 
for bows between 215-450 fps), Waterproof, Fogproof, Nitrogen gas filled, 
1/2” Windage/Elevation adjustments. Includes CR2032 battery.
TG8514BLC ...................................................................................$149.99

308Short Banshee
Perfect for tight ground blinds and treestands with a super compact overall 
length of 30” and a shorter length of pull of 12.5”, Great for young hunters 
or shooters of smaller stature. Dead-Zone Multi Reticle Scope, Excalli-
bur’s Sound Deadening System, Air Brakes, R.E.D.S., X-Hanger 3 Arrow 
Quiver and performance tuned Quill arrows, 308fps, 127 lb cocking effort, 
Draw Weight 254 lbs, 5.6 lbs.
ECE74076 .................................................................................. $799.99

Excalibur Assassin 360
Excalibur recurve limb technology – su-
perior accuracy, no timing or tuning is-
sues, and bombproof durability – with 
a now virtually effortless draw cycle 
thanks to our patented Dead Silent 
Charger Crank System. 360fps, 12 lb 
cocking effort, Draw Weight 285 lbs, 15” 
Power Stroke, 7.7 lbs.
ECE74047 ............................ $1599.99

Rage X-Bow C.O.C
Flies like a field-tip, 2” cutting dia., 3/4” flight dia., Cut 
on contact, 2 blade, 125 gr. 3-Pack.
54000..............................................................$39.99 NAP Spitfire

For crossbows up to 400fps, Ultra sharp Diamize blades, Micro-
grooved slimline ferrule increases accuracy, Hardened trophy tip. 
60697 125gr. 3-Pack. ......................................................$29.99

Rage Hypodermic
Crossbow - Stainless Steel Hypodermic Ferrule, 125 
grains, 2” Dia, .035 Blade Thickness, High energy 
shock collar.
RGR39700......................................................$44.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Champion Workhorse
High capacity in a compact design. Ideal for plac-
ing in your trunk or backseat. Three launch angles 
throws clays up to 75 yards. Holds 50 clays, 2.5 
second reset, 3 launch angles. Optional wireless re-
mote and trap taxi available.
40916........................................................$269.99

Remote Control
Expand your shooting posi-
tion. Wireless remote oper-
ates 1 Easybird trap up to 
100 yards away.
45325 (Single) ...... $79.99 

Wobbler Base
Use the wobbler for vertical 
presentations, great for up-
land bird hunting practice, 
Compatible with Oscillator 
base, Runs on 12v battery.
45324.................. $239.99

Oscillator Base
Two ATA arc settings (45 & 
34.28 degrees) for horizon-
tal presentations, Works 
with wobble base, Uses 
12v battery.
40913 .................. $229.99

Trap Taxi
Tote your trap and battery 
almost anywhere, Welded 
steel frame, Pin-type hitch.
40261 .................... $99.99

Trap Cover
Cover your Wheelybird or 
Workhorse trap with this 
cover when not in use.
40921...................... $19.99

Remote Delay
Use with Wheelybird or 
Workhorse, Adjustable de-
lay from 0-15 sec. Out to 
120 yards.
40923......................$59.99

Workhorse Taxi
Tote your trap and battery 
almost anywhere, Welded 
steel frame, Pin-type hitch.
40261...................... $99.99

Champion Wheelybird 2.0
The WheelyBird 2.0 has improved from the ground 
up, starting with the included Wireless Remote. Pro-
grammable delay up to 15 seconds and can trigger 
the trap up to 120 yards away. Solid tires and rub-
ber-molded handle makes for easy transport, Up-
graded metal clay stack holder, 1.75 second cycle 
time, Wireless Remote and Foot Pedal included.
40925........................................................$379.99

Champion Easybird
The EasyBird series is an attractive choice for 
backyard shooters. Available in a single, dou-
bles or 6-Packer (holds 150 clays) machines, 
The doubles model has two connected arms 
and throws two clays at the same time, and can 
throw singles if only 1 magazine is loaded. 100 
clay target capacity (50 on the single). The Six-
Packer holds 150 Clays and includes the Trap 
Taxi. All traps have an adjustable throwing range 
of 60 yards, Foot pedal with 50 ft release cord, 
Adjustable mainspring and elevation (up to 30 
degrees), Targets delivered directly to throwing 
arm, Removable magazines for easy transport, 
12v deep cycle battery (not included), Throws up 
to 5000 targets with fully charged battery, On/
Off/Safe Release switch safely un-cocks arm, 
Safety Ring provides visual indication of throw-
ing arm path, 30 amp circuit breaker protects 
electrical wires and motor.
40910 (Single) .................................... $429.99
45322 (Double) ................................... $729.99
40911 (6-Packer) ................................ $999.99
40912 (6-Packer w/ OSC Base) ....... $1279.99

High Fly Full Cock
Balanced design delivers clays with a 
simple pull of a string, target clip for se-
cure placement. Stake in the ground or 
mount on a tire.
CN40901 .................................$23.99

Skybird 3/4 Cock Trap
3/4 cock requires less force and a 
much shorter distance to fully cock the 
trap for the next throw. Balanced foot 
release trigger.
CN40903 ...............................$109.99
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Atlas Patriot 
The most affordable and du-
rable personal auto. thrower. 
Heavy-duty zinc-plated steel 
frame provides years of excel-
lent service. Holds 50 clays. 
Direct Drive - No chains or 
sprockets, Angle adjustments 
on both axis, 25’ Push button 
cord, Runs on 12v battery, Life-
time Warranty on DuraClutch 
and Electrical, 2 Year Limited 
Warranty. Made in the USA.
ATPAT .......................$599.99

AT-250

Remote
Wireless remote for Atlas 
AT50 & AT250, Works up to 
75 yards, Waterproof case, 
ATWR1 ................$179.99

Power Converter
Converts 110v to 12v to run your 
trap from an electrical outlet. Re-
quires 110v 20 amp service.
ATCNV ......................... $299.99

AT300 Wobbler
Wobble base for the AT300 and 
AT400 throwers. Vertical and 
horizontal presentations, ATA 
standards. On/Off toggle, Runs 
on 12v battery. Trap thrower not 
included.
ATW300 ...................... $1999.99

Wobbler
Vertical and horizontal pre-
sentations, ATA standards, 
On/off toggle, Runs on 12v 
battery. Add on wobble kit 
for oscillator owners. Works 
with AT50 and AT250.
ATWBL ................$799.99
Add On ATWBK ..$399.99

Oscillator
Moves side to side in a 45 
degree arc, ATA standards, 
On/off toggle, Runs on 12v 
batt. For AT50 and AT250.
ATATA..................$399.99

Tri-Axis Base
Moves left/right, up/down, 
and tilts (canting) for curling 
targets, On/off toggle, Runs 
on 12v batt. AT50 & AT250.
ATWBL3 ............$1199.99

2 Wheel Cart
Pneumatic tires with ball-
bearing wheels, Welded 
steel frame, Pin hitch.
AT50, AT250 ........ $199.99 
AT300, AT400 ...... $249.99

Receiver Hitch Mount
Mount your Atlas trap on the back of 
your truck. Mounts into a 2” receiver.
ATRH1 .................................. $89.99

Battery Charger
Charge 2x faster than standard chargers, 
3.5A, 6v & 12v. Overcharge protection.
ATBC .................................... $69.99

Wireless Foot Pedal
Simple set-up, Operates 1 trap, 75+ 
yd range, NEMA water resistant case.
ATWFR ............................... $299.99 
Corded Pedal (25’) .............. $39.99

Wireless Skeet Set
3 Buttons operate Trap 1, Trap 2 & 
Trap 1+2. 75+ yd range.
ATLT200 ............................. $289.99

Atlas Automatic Trap Throwers
Atlas Traps smoothly launch standard clay targets up to 70 yards. 5-year 
warranty plus a lifetime warranty on the DuraClutch and electrical system. 
Simple, yet reliable electronics causes very low battery drain. Heavy-duty 
construction from rust-resistant stainless steel ensures years of enjoyment.
• Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Construction
• DuraClutch (Lifetime Warranty)
• Direct Drive, No Chain or Sprockets
• Fully Automatic with Quick Cycle Time
• Aluminum Throwing Arm 
• Polyurethane Strip on Arm
• Dual Axis Adjustments
• Instant Push Button Release 
• Firing Button Also on Trap
• 30 Amp Pull for 1/4 Cycle
• Made in the USA 
• Throwers shown with optional cart
AT50 (25’ cord) ..................$799.99
AT250 (75’ cord) ..............$1399.99
AT300 (100’ cord) ............$1999.99

AT-50

AT-300
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Streamlight TLR-8 Light/Laser
Machined aircraft aluminum with black anodized finish. Switch housing is 
impact and chemical resistant polymer with elastomeric overmold, Borofloat 
high temp glass. 500 lumens, C4 LED 50,000 hour life, Red laser, Impervious 
to shock, Push button side switch, CR123A lithium battery (included).
STL69410 ........................................................................................$224.99

Silver Pigeon I ........................... $2149.99

A400 Xcel Sporting ................... $1549.99

A400 Lite with GunPod2 .......... $1398.99

A350 Xtrema Max-5..................... $999.99

A400 Xtreme Plus KO ............... $1649.99

A300 Outlander Sporting ........... $949.99

A300 Outlander Black ................ $729.99

Silver Pigeon I

Springfield Saint Edge
At just over 6 lbs. the Edge is one of the lightest AR-15s on the market, 
featuring a patent-pending free float handguard and billet receiver with 
lightning cuts for effortless operation. 5.56x45mm, 16” Barrel 1:8 Twist.
STE916556B .......................................................................... $1199.99

Springfield Saint
The flat top design is optics ready and includes a flip-up sights. The 16” 
Chrome Moly Vanadium barrel features a 1:8” twist. The M16 bolt carrier 
group is managed by a mid-length gas system paired with a heavy tung-
sten buffer, Various furniture options. .223/5.56 caliber.
ST916556BFFH (Free Float Alum. M-Lok Handguard)  ....... $939.99 
STE916556FDE .................$899.99  ST916556B ................... $829.99

Springfield Saint Pistol
Rugged SB Tactical SBX-K forearm brace to reduce size, stabilize recoil, 
and enhance accuracy in one or two-hand shooting. The short barrel with 
a 1:7 twist makes the SAINT pistol small, fast, and ideal for CQB.
ST975556B (.223/5.56, 7.5” Barrel 1:7” Twist) ......................$879.99
ST909300B (.300BLK, 9” Barrel 1:7” Twist) .........................$899.99

Walker’s Razor-XV Bluetooth Earbuds
The Razor-XV is a neck worn device with retractable digital ear buds with 
incredible comfort for all day shooting.  The “behind the neck” design al-
lows for ZERO interference with you or your 
weapon. Features a Sound Activated Com-
pression circuit (SAC) - a no fail system for 
protecting your ears from muzzle blasts, 
and will actually reduce overall sound out-
put by an impressive 31dB. Auto Shut-off. 
Pair with Bluetooth devices to listen to mu-
sic, take phone calls, etc.
GWPNHEBT .........................$129.99
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Deadshot Field Pod
Bench rest accuracy in the field, Easily portable, 
Pivots left/right and up/down. Adjusts from 20-
42”, Carry strap included. Dual tube frame is 
compatible with AR Rifles with longer mags.
488000 ...................................................$89.99

  LeadSled 3
The standard in recoil reduction rests. Re-

duces recoil by up to 95% while still 
holding on target. Non-marring rub-

ber front rest and rear buttstock cra-
dle. Holds 2 - 25lb bar bells or 100lb lead shot.

820310 .......................................................................................... $109.99
XLA Pivot Bipods
Lightweight aluminum design, Legs spring out with 
the touch of a button, Spring loaded collapsible 
legs, 3 sizes, 9-13”, 13-23”, 13.5-27”, Stud mount.  
Bipods.........................................$39.99-$59.99

XLA Pic Rail Bipods
Provides a stable shooting platform and eas-
ily mounts to any Picatinny rail. Spring load-
ed legs, Adjustable legs with soft rubber 
feet, Cam over lever secures bipod to rail.  
110140 (6 - 9”) .........................................$36.99

Champion Bipods
Rock Steady assurance for precise shot place-
ment, Compact and lightweight spring-return 
telescoping legs, Easily attaches to sling swivel 
stud with a spot to still mount a sling to the bi-
pod, Folds out of the way when out of use, Mod-
els for sitting/kneeling or lying down. 
40854 (6-9”)    40853 (9-13”) .......... $29.99ea 
49009 (MSR Tactical Bipod) .............. $64.99 
40450 (AR-15 Bipod Adapter) ........... $14.99

Allen Flat Tops Gun Case
Rugged endura shell, 7/8” padding, Ext. pocket, 
RT Xtra.
AL68052 Shotgun (52” x 7.5”) ............ $26.99
AL68346 Rifle (46” x 9.5”) ................... $24.99

Truglo Tac-Pod Bipods
Lightweight and compact with quick deployment, 
Great for bench or prone shooting, Spring–as-
sisted design, Sling swivel stud or picatinny rail 
mount (includes sling stud adapter), Padded 
rubberized feet, Locking mechanism. 
TG8901S (Fixed Base) ....................... $29.99
TG8902S (Pivot Base) ....................... $36.99

Allen Camo Rifle Case
Fits scoped rifles up to 46” long, Made in the 
USA.
AL443WC46 ............................................ $9.99

Allen Black Rifle Case
Fits rifles up to 52” long. Exterior zippered pock-
ets.
AL863648 ............................................. $21.99

Allen Rifle Slings w/Swivels
A. Baktrak Ridgeway AL8359 .....................................................$27.99
B. Baktrak Bullet AL8385 ............................................................$27.99
C. Big Game Suede AL8140 ........................................................$24.99
D. Bighorn Rubber AL8423 .........................................................$21.99

Rifle Slings
E. Allen Buckley Tactical, 1 or 2 Point - AL8911 .......................$18.99
F. Butler Creek Comfort Stretch with Swivels  BL181017 ........$23.99
G. Caldwell Single Point Tactical CL156215 .............................$18.99

A. B. C. D.

E. F. G.

Champion AR-500 Steel Targets
There is something to be said about the instant gratification of hearing your 
shot “PING” off the AR-500 steel targets. 3/8” for rifles, 1/4” for pistols.
44902 (3/8” Gong 4”) ........ $10.99    44904 (3/8” Square 4”) ...... $10.99
44910 (1/4” Gong 8”) ........ $22.99    44909 (1/4” Square 8”) ...... $22.99
44911 (3/8” Gong 10”) .......$42.99     44905 (3/8” Square 8”) ..... $24.99
44912 (3/8” Gong 12”) ....... $54.99    44906 (3/8” IPSC 33%) ...... $24.99
44907 (3/8” IPSC 66%) ...... $79.99    44908 (3/8” IPSC FULL) ... $149.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com

For More Gear
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Armalite DEF-10 Tactical 
The Defensive Sporting Rifle is a high-quality, no-frills rifle well suited for 
duty, sport, or defense. The DEF10 uses a double-lapped, chrome-lined/
chrome moly barrel for extreme durability and accuracy. .308 WIN, 16” bar-
rel, Threaded, double lapped and chrome lined,1:11.25RH Twist, 6 Position 
stock, Carbine length gas system.
DEF10 ......................................................................................... $1099.99

DDM4 Carbine Pistols
The V7 models feature the M-Lok 6061-T6 Aluminum handguard, While 
the DDM4-300 has the DDM4 Rail 9.0 Aluminum handguard, Cold hammer 
forged 5/8x24 threaded 10.3” barrel, Low profile gas block pistol length, 
M16 profile bolt carrier. Glass filled polymer pistol grip, SB Tactical SOB 
Pistol Stabilizing Brace. Made in the USA, .300BLK.
DD0212819153 DDM4-V7 Pistol, 1:7” Twist  ..........................$1595.00
DD12808252 DDM4-V7 Pistol, Folding Stock, 1:8” Twist .....$1849.99
DD08822179 DDM4-300 Pistol, 1:8” Twist .............................$1749.99

Tikka T3x Rifles
All Tikka rifles are engineered and manufactured by Sako, in Finland. We 
take pride in our products and deliver what we promise. Every Tikka rifle has 
to group three shots under one inch at a distance of 100 m prior to being 
sold anywhere. Tikka rifles are both innovative and durable, and most impor-
tantly, they can be relied on under any circumstances. 12 models available.
Tikka T3x ...................................................................... $649.99-$1049.99

XDE with Hammer
The XDe has the best elements of the 
XD Series, Plus a Hammer. 3.3” sin-
gle stack 9mm. Forged steel Melonite 
slide, Hammer forged steel Melonite 
barrel, Grip width is 1”, Includes One 
8rd mag with grip Xtension, and One 
9rd mag with Mag Xtension. 25oz.
Starting At ......................... $479.99

Escort Semi-Auto Shotguns
Extreme Max-5 models come with a HiViz MagniSight and a free mid-range 
waterfowl choke tube, plus 5 standard choke tubes (F,IM,M,IC,C) Features 
non-slip grip pads on the forend and pistol grip for a superior hold in all 
weather conditions. Youth models include Trio recoil pad, SMART Valve gas 
pistons regulate gas blowback, FAST loading systems allow one-handed 
round changes without changing aiming position. Magazine cut off switch 
for quick single or last shell loading. Chrome moly-lined barrel is proofed for 
steel shot. Realtree camo. Many size and color options avail.
Youth and Adult Models, 12 or 20ga ......................... Starting at $349.99

Mod.2 Pistol
High hand beavertail and high-hand 
grip relief reduce felt recoil. 3 textured 
zones on the grip for better handling. 
Low profile extended rear sight and 
fiber optic front sight for faster target 
acquisition. 9mm, .40, .45, 3”, 4”, 5” 
Black, FDE or Two Tone.
XDs Mod.2 .... Starting At $499.99
XD Mod.2 ...... Starting At $489.99

Pointer Clays Over/Under Shotgun
This O/U is chambered in 12ga 3” Magnum, 30” chrome-moly lined & ported 
carbon steel barrels, Shell ejectors, Adjustable comb, Wide ventilated raised 
rib, Turkish walnut stock, Five Extended chokes, SK, IC, M, IM & F.
KPS1012C30 (12 Ga, 30” Barrel) ................................................... $799.99
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Howa American Flag Chassis Rifles
Howa’s HCR (Howa Chassis Rifle) has a 1500 barreled action, 10-round 
detachable steel magazine, 2-Stage H.A.C.T. trigger, and a 3-position safety. 
Hogue finger groove pistol grip, and an adjustable LUTH-AR MBA-4 butt-
stock. Blued 26” heavy barrel with a thread cap. Available in .223, .308, 6.5 
Creedmoor, Barrel lengths 20”, 24”, 26”.
American Flag Chassis ..............................................................$1349.99
Grayscale American Flag Chassis ............................................$1299.99

Howa 1500 Rifles
Howa’s 1500 barreled action makes it one of the most accurate produc-
tion guns on the market, 2-Stage H.A.C.T. trigger, and a 3-position safety, 
Hogue pillar-bedded Overmolded stock & recoil pad, Available in .223, 22-
250, .243, 7mm-08, .308, 6.5 Creedmoor, 25-06, 30-06, 7mm Rem Mag, 
300 Win Mag, Barrel lengths 20”, 22”, 24” or 26”, Lightweight, Standard or 
Heavy barrel options available.
Starting at ......................................................................................$469.99

Savage MSR Series
  MSR-15 - A step up from the many rack-grade M4 clones. An upgraded 
barrel features a 223 Wylde target chamber, 5R rifling and a Melonite QPQ 
finish, BLACKHAWK! handguard, pistol grip and adjustable buttstock. 16” 
Barrel, 30+1, The Recon adds a Custom forged lower, Blackhawk trigger, 
Free-float M-Lok handguard and Dual flip-up sights. .223 / 5.56. 30+1.
22899 (Patrol) ......................$749.99    22901 (Recon) .............. $849.99
  MSR-10 - Get even more performance from the upgraded Savage barrel 
with 5R rifling, BLACKHAWK! nickel boron treated trigger and a tough Mel-
onite QPQ finish. Free-float fore-end, custom-forged lower receiver, Adjust-
able buttstock. 6.5 Creedmoor, 10+1.
22903 (Hunter).................. $1339.99    22905 (Long Range) ... $1829.99

Howa 1500 HS-Precision
Constructed to fulfill the demands of today’s most uncompromising hunters. 
The stock is built out of CNC machined aluminum bedding block to match 
the specific dimensions of the Howa 1500 barreled action. H.A.C.T two-
stage trigger, steel receiver, and is Sub-Moa with premium factory ammo.
HS62501 (6.5 Creedmoor Gray/Black) ....................................... $899.99
HS62502 (6.5 Creedmoor Tan/Black) ......................................... $899.99

MSR-15 .224 Valkyrie
Gets maximum performance from the all-new 224 Valkyrie cartridge which 
was pioneered by Federal Premium Ammunition to offer the best ballistics 
of any MSR-15 caliber. It delivers supersonic velocities at as far as 1,300 
yards, extremely flat trajectories and match accuracy. It produces only half 
the recoil of larger cartridges needed to achieve comparable trajectories, 18” 
barrel 1:7” twist, Crisp two-stage trigger, Adjustable mid-length gas system.
SAV22939 (.224 Valkyrie, FDE Cerakote Finish) ..................... $1249.99
SAV22931 (.224 Valkyrie, Black Melonite Finish) .................... $1029.99
Federal Ammunition ....................................................Starting at $11.99

Savage Accufit Model 110
Every new Model 110 delivers the customized fit required for consistent 
accuracy- and it starts with AccuFit. Five comb riser sizes let you lock in 
the perfect cheek-to-stock weld for fast and consistent target acquisition 
and enhanced accuracy while four composite inserts establish your unique 
length-of-pull. Various Calibers Available.
Starting at ....................................................................................$599.99

Springfield 911
             The perfect pistol for everyday carry with a snag 
free profile that is undetectable under clothing, Features an 
ambidextrous safety,  Includes 6-round flush and 7-round 
extended magazines, 3.9” Tall, 5.5” Long, Weight 12.6 oz.
Black or Stainless....................... Your Choice $549.99

Springfield 1911 TRP 
Forged Steel Frame, Stainless steel match grade bar-
rel, 10mm, Fully adjustable 3-dot Tritium sights, Dirty 
Olive G-10 grip, Two 8-round Stainless Steel mags.
5” Standard Barrel ......................................$1599.99      
6” Bull Barrel...............................................$1649.99

.380ACP 10MM
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PK380 Pistol
380 semi-auto with 3.66” barrel and a slide that is 
very easy to rack, 8+1 capacity, Adjustable 3 dot 
sights, 1 front, 2 rear, Lightweight polymer grips, 
Picatinny rail. Black, Angel Blue or Pink frame.
Starting At ..............................................$369.99

            Taurus Judge
                Single/Double action revolver in a 410/45 Long Colt caliber with 
a 3” or 6.5” barrel, Stainless Steel or Blued, Standard or Magnum (Accepts 
Magnum .410 shells). Fiber optic front sight. Taurus Ribber Grip.
Starting At .....................................................................................$429.99

Taurus G2C 9mm
Lightweight 22 oz. polymer frame, thin profile, and 
ramped 3.2 inch barrel. Features an accessory rail, 
High-profile sights, Textured grip and melted edges 
for added comfort. 12+1.
111031G212 (9mm) ...............................$269.99

Legal States

EASY, FAST, DONE.
NEW LAW 

NO PROBLEM

Don’t let the new 41F law scare you. You can still get a silencer as an individual with no legal costs, 
less paperwork, and a smaller margin of error than other methods. We handle the fingerprinting 
and photos now required by the 41F law, right here at the store. We will walk you through the form 
4 and make sure all of your paperwork and information is in order before submitting to the ATF. 
We will then send your Form-4, fingerprint cards, photos, $200 tax stamp and Form 5320.23 to 
the ATF for processing.  This system has proven faster and more efficient in getting your forms 
processed by the ATF. 
We are here to help you through the process of owning NFA items, and welcome any questions.

Taurus Raging Hunter Revolver
             A 44 Magnum, 6-shot with an optics ready Picatinny rail, The barrel 
system incorporates a steel sleeve inserted into an aluminum housing that 
cuts down on the weight, making this a well-balanced hunting sidearm.  
Starting at .....................................................................................$799.99

Ruger EC9s
Striker fired with a short and light trigger, Slim, 
lightweight and compact, One-piece, glass-filled 
nylon grip frame, Includes finger grip magazine 
extension, 9mm, 3.12” barrel, OAL 6”, Height 4.5”, 
Weight 17.2 oz. 7+1 capacity.
RUG03283............................................$239.99

Sig Sauer Airguns
From tactical drills to target practice the CO2 powered air guns provide valu-
able range time as well as backyard fun. .177 Cal.
P320 BLK - 320F17730RBLK ....................................................... $99.99
P226 FDE - 226F17712G16FDE.................................................... $95.99
MPX ASP Red Dot - MXPMRD17788G30BLK ........................... $209.99
MCX ASP Scoped - MCXSCOPE17788G30BLK ....................... $229.99

Glock 42
Made in the USA, the G42 is the smallest 
pistol in GLOCK’s lineup, making it ideal for 
pocket carry and shooters with smaller hands. 
GLCKG42 (.380) .............................$449.99

Glock 19 Gen 5 FS
Over 20 modifications from the Gen 4 se-
ries, Marksman Barrel, Slide stop lever on 
both sides, removed finger groves, and a 
flared magwell to name a few. 15+1.
PA1950203 (9mm) ................... $559.99

Glock 43
It’s ultra-concealable, accurate and fantastic for 
all shooters regardless of hand size. A highly 
sought after firearm for concealed carry.
GLCKG43 (9mm) .................................$479.99

Glock 19X FDE 
Developed for the Military, Marksman 
Barrel, nPVD coating protects the slide. 
Ambidextrous slide stop levers. 17+1.
PX1950703 (9mm) ................... $629.99 
47487 (17-rd Mag - Coyote) ...... $26.99
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Smith & Wesson M&P-15 Sport II
Engineered for a wide variety of recreational, sport and professional ap-
plications, M&P15. They are lightweight and rugged. 16” 1:9” twist chrome 
lined barrel,  It has a 6-Position collapsible stock.  The front sight is an ad-
justable A2 post sight and collapsible MBUS rear sight.  30+1 capacity, dust 
cover, and forward assist. .223/5.56
SW10202 ....................................................................................... $679.99

S&W M&P 2.0
Light, Crisp M2.0 trigger, Tactile reset, Aggressive 
texture and Optimal grip angle make the M&P 2.0. 
Available in 9mm, .40 S&W, .45ACP.
M&P M2.0 - Starting At .........................$429.99
Shield Starting At .................................$369.99

S&W Bodyguard
Delivers personal protection in an easy
to carry comfortable platform. Lightweight,
simple to use, 6+1 rounds, 2.75” barrel, .380. OAL 
5.25”, Weight 12.3 oz.
Starting At ............................................. $349.99

S&W Governor
Six rounds of customizable response, Accepts 
2.5” .410, .45ACP and .45 Colt. 6 round capac-
ity, 2.75” barrel, Stainless, Includes moon clips. 
SW160410 ...........................................$719.99

S&W Shield .380 EZ
Built for personal and home protection, Easy-
to rack slide, Easy-to load mag, and Easy-to 
clean design. .380 ACP, 3.67” barrel, 8+1. 
SW11663 (With Safety)    SW180023 (No Safety) 
Your Choice ...............................................$379.99

S&W Victory
Interchangeable match barrel, Thumb
safety, Picatinny rail, Adj. fiber optic sights, Adj. trig-
ger stop, Textured grip panels, 10+1. Stainless or 
Kryptek frame, Threaded barrel optional.
Starting at ................................................$379.99

M&P 15-22
The same AR-15 platform as its 5.56 big broth-
er.  This .22LR rifle looks a s good as it is fun to 
shoot. 16.5” barrel, 6-position carbine stock. M-
Bus sights. Various styles and colors available.
Starting at ...........................................$399.99

Sig Sauer 238 
Built on an anodized alloy beavertail style frame, Stainless steel slides with 
various finishes, and weighs less than a pound, Micro-Compact single ac-
tion, ambidextrous safety & Custom grips. 2.7” Barrel, 15.2oz, .380ACP, 7+1 
rounds, OAL 5.5”, Width 1.1”, Height 3.9”.
238380CBTLSR (.380 2-Tone Combat, Sig Laser) .....................$539.99

Sig Sauer 938
All metal, Under a pound, the 938 is built on the 238 platform with the 9mm 
duty caliber performance. Micro-Compact single action, Ambidextrous safe-
ty & Custom grips. Stainless steel slides with various finishes, 3.0” Barrel, 
16oz, OAL 5.9”, Width 1.1”, Height 3.9” 7+1 rounds.
9389DBLSRAMBI (9mm Blk/FDE, Sig Laser) ...........................$589.99

Smith & Wesson M&P-15 Sport II M-Lok
M&P15 Rifles are easy to accessorize, but hard to put down. M&P15 Rifles 
are lightweight and rugged embodying the best combination of function 
and form.. 16” 1:9” twist chrome lined barrel,  It has a 6-Position collapsible 
stock.  M-Lok handguard for easily attaching accessories. Magazine capac-
ity 30+1, dust cover, and forward assist. .223/5.56
SW12024 ....................................................................................... $699.99

M&P .22LR Compact
Reduced scale version of the full size M&P, 
Cerakoted, 3.5” threaded barrel, 2 magazines, 
Made in USA. Black/Grey.
12399 (.22LR 10+1 round) ............. $339.99

M642 Airweight .38
Only 15oz, the J-Frame revolver has a 1.87” 
barrel with a capacity of 5 rounds, Integral front 
and fixed rear sights, Stainless, .38 Special.
163810............................................. $389.99
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TruGlo Tru-See Targets
Ideal for all caliber guns including airsoft guns. Point 
of impact visibility is enhanced by fluorescent halo 
that is easy to see downrange, Use as is or peel-n-
stick to your favorite backstop. 6-Pack.
TG11A6 (5 Bulls Eye, 12”x12”) .................... $9.99
TG14A6 (5 Diamond, 12”x12”)..................... $9.99
TG10A6 (100yd Target, 12”x12”) ................. $7.99
TG13A6/TG13P6 (Silhouette, 12”x18”) ..... $12.99

Otis Cleaning Kit
Six bronze bore brushes clean .22-.45 cal. and 
10/12 ga.  Patch cleans all .17-.50 cal. .410-10/12 
ga. and all in-line muzzleloaders. Memory-Flex 
Cables, T-handle and obstruction removal tool, 
Soft pack case, 4” x 4” x 2 1/2”.
OTS750 .................................................. $29.99

Sticky IWB Holsters
No clips, no loops, naturally ambidextrous. “Sticky” skin is a super non 
slip material that secures the holster and gun against your waistband and 
body. Lightweight.
Various Sizes ............................................................................... $23.99

Bulldog Economy Range Bag with Strap
Durable water resistant nylon outer shell. Large main compartment, Exterior 
storage pockets, Carry handles and adjustable shoulder strap included. 
BD900 (13” x 7” x 7”) ....................................................................... $15.99

Bulldog Colt Standard Tactical Case
Reverse slant designed allows MSR to be carried scope up, Water resistant 
outer shell, Heat-resistant inner lining will not stick to warm barrels, Exterior 
mag pouches, Holds guns up to 38”, Embroidered Colt Logo.
BDCLT1040 ..................................................................................... $34.99

Bulldog Tactical Double Gun Case
Transport two firearms to and from the range while thick padding protects 
your rifles, 600 Denier polyester canvas, 3 large external pouches, PALS 
webbing, Heavy duty zippers, Available in Black or Tan, Length 37”.
BDT6037B (Black)    BDT6037T (Tan)   BDT6043T (Tan 43”) ..$79.99ea

Sig Sauer M400 FDE w/ Romeo5 Red Dot
A true AR platform tactical rifle with a 16” (1:7” twist) chrome lined and 
phosphate coated barrel (superior corrosion resistance), and a 7075-T6 
aluminum forged lower receiver. Flat Dark Earth Magpul MOE forend, grip 
and collapsible stock. 5.56 NATO, Direct impingement gas system.
RM40016BECPR5FDENBS........................................................ $999.99

Henry Rifles
Made in America or Not Made at All! The motto speaks for itself as do the 
Henry lever action rifles. Various calibers available from .22lr to .45-70 .
Starting at ................................................................................... $299.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear

ALL WEATHER

CASE HARDENED

GOLDEN BOY
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SKB 3i-4909-SR Case
Holds scoped rifles up to 49”, High-

strength polypropylene copolymer 
resin, UV, solvent, & corrosion 

resistant, Gasket seal for water-
tight fit, Pressure equalization value, EPS 

foam interior, Patent pending “trigger release” 
latches, Rubber cushion grip handle, Four reinforced 

stainless padlock locations, Interior 49”x9”x5”, Weight 18lbs.
3i4909SR (Black).........................................................................$109.99 

AM-15 Stripped Lower
American Made! CNC machined from a high-strength, 7075 T6 aluminum 
forging, Machined to Military specifications and marked “Multi-Cal” to be 
used with multiple calibers on the AR-15 platform. This Lower Receiver 
comes in type III black hard anodize, and an Open Trigger. 
ANDD2K067A0000P ........................................................................$69.99 

AR-15-A3 Upper
Black hard anodized military spec AR15-A3 upper receiver with M4 feed 
ramps, Forward assist and ejection port cover installed. 
AR15A3UPPER ...............................................................................$85.99 

Colt AR Rifles
Colt customers want the genuine article dating back to the Stoner AR-15 
design that Colt transformed into a military-grade rifle. The Colt M16 au-
tomatic rifle was introduced during the Vietnam War. During the War on 
Terror after 9/11, American troops have been outfitted with the Colt M4 
carbine, the successor to the M16. Colt’s rifles are the only rifles that are 
manufactured in the Colt factory and based on the United States issue Colt 
M16 rifle and M4 carbine. Magpul furniture available on select models. Visit 
website or store for more models.
AR6720 - Lightweight 16.1” Barrel 5.56 ....................................$849.99 
LE6920 - 16” Carbine 5.56..........................................................$999.99 
LE6920MPSFDE - 16” Carbine 5.56 - Magpul Furniture ........$1029.99

Sig Sauer P320
Chosen as the US Army Service Pistol! The 
most modular pistol on the market. Double 
action striker fired operating system, Cus-
tomize to any hand size or duty requirement 
with interchangeable parts, 9mm / .357 / .40 
/ .45, Full / Carry / Compact / Subcompact, 
Grip sizes SM / MD / LG.
Starting at ................................... $499.99 
P320RX (shown) ........................ $799.99
Caliber Exchange Kit................. $379.99
Grip Exchange ............................. $39.99
Magazines Starting At ................. $39.99

Sig Sauer P320 X-Five
The P320 X-Five 9mm maximizes accuracy,
shootability and ergonomics while keeping the modular 
P320 platform. The X-Series grip module is exclusive to 
this line and has a deeper trigger guard undercut, high-
er back strap and an extended beavertail Comes stan-
dard with a removable grip weight for improved balance, 
Straight trigger breaks at 90 degrees. 5” bull barrel, Dawson Precision Fiber 
Optic front and fully-adjustable rear sights, Optics ready removable plate for 
Romeo sights, Includes (4) 21rd steel magazines.
320X59BAS..................................................................................... $849.99

P320RX

Sig Sauer P365 9mm
Introducing the game changing P365.  Micro-compact everyday carry size 
with unprecedented 10+1 full-size capacity. The P365 is striker-fired, with 
the clean crisp trigger pull you expect from a SIG. Lightweight and easy to 
conceal, the P365 is chambered in 9mm and is rated for +P ammunition. 
XRay 3 sights, a 10-round flush fit magazine and a 10-round extended 
magazine.  3.1” Barrel, OAL 5.8”, Width 1”, Height 4.3”, Weight 17.8oz.
SIG3659BXR3 .............................................................................$529.99

Sig Sauer Romeo 5 Red Dot
Ultra-low parallax and Unlimited eye-relief allows you to acquire the aim-
ing point and the target regardless of the position of your eye behind the 
sight. CR2032 battery (featuring 50,000+ hours or more of life). Depend-
able waterproof (IPX-7 rated for complete water immersion up to 1 atmo-
sphere) and fog-proof performance.
SIGSOR52001.............................................................................$159.99
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Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
.17 HMR 16 TNT Green 2500 50 CCI951 $15.99
.17 HMR 17 A17 Varmint Tip 2650 200 CCI949CC $59.99
.17 HMR 17 V-Max 2550 50 CCI49 $14.99
.17 HMR 17 TNT JHP 2550 50 CCI53 $15.99
.17 HMR 20 FMJ 2375 50 CCI55 $14.99
.17 HMR 17 V-Max 2550 50 HOR83170 $13.99

.22 LR Mini-Mag 36 Mini-Mag HP 1260 100 CCI0031 $8.99
.22 Short 27 Copper Plated HP 1105 100 CCI28 $9.99
.22 LR 40 Copper Plated Round Nose 1235 100 CCI30 $7.99
.22 LR 40 Lead Round Nose 1070 50 CCI35 $4.89

.22 LR CB Subsonic 29 Lead Round Nose 710 100 CCI38 $8.99
.22LR Shotshell #12 Shotshell 1000 20 CCI39 $7.49

.22 LR 40 SGB - Lead Flat Nose 1235 50 CCI58 $7.99
.22 Win Mag 30 HP TNT Green 2050 50 CCI60 $15.99
.22 Win Mag 30 Poly Tip V-Max 2200 50 CCI73 $13.99

.22 LR - AR Tactical 40 Copper Plated Round Nose 1200 300 CCI956 $26.99
.22 Mini-Mag - Troy Landry 36 Copper Plated Lead HP 1260 300 CCI962 $27.99

.22 Win Mag 35 A22 Jacketed Soft Point 2100 200 CCI963CC $59.99
.22 LR 40 Solid Lead Round Nose 1080 50 FA711B $5.29
.22 LR 38 Copper Plated HP 1260 50 FA712 $4.69

.22 LR Match 40 Gold Medal HV Match 1200 50 FA719 $5.29
.22 LR 40 Copper Plated Round Nose 1200 275 FA729 $17.99
.22 LR 38 Copper Plated HP 1260 275 FA730 $21.99

.22 LR Ultra-Match 40 Solid Lead Round Nose 1080 50 FA922A $12.99

Rimfire Ammunition

POF Trigger
This single-stage, non-adjustable, drop-in trig-
ger is available in 3.5lb Straight, 4.0lb EFP (En-
hanced Finger Placement), or 4.5lb Standard, 
Pre-assembled in a hard coat anodized alumi-
num housing complete with rubber urethane 
feet, Ready for immediate competition, hunting, 
and tactical applications right out of the box. 
Carved from American A2 steel, the trigger, dis-
connect, and hammer are all Nitride heat-treat-
ed to 70 Rockwell case hardness for ultimate 
strength and corrosion resistance.
Your Choice ........................................$149.99

Savage 10 BA Stealth
The Savage Model 10/110 BA is as radical as 
the extreme accuracy it delivers. The modular 
design enables the operator to customize it to 
mission-specific demands by selecting from 
a virtually infinite array of aftermarket acces-
sories. Factory-blueprinted Savage action, 
Monolithic chassis machined from a solid billet 
of aluminum, M-LOK forend and Picatinny rail 
for easy configuration, 5/8 24 threaded barrel, 
Fab Defense GLR-16 six-position telescoping 
buttstock with adjustable cheek riser, Adjust-
able AccuTrigger, 10rd magazine, Available in 
.308 or 6.5 Creedmoor.
SAV22637 (.308 WIN) .......................$999.99
SAV22638 (6.5 Creedmoor) .............$999.99

Warne X-Skel Mount
This MSR mount offers an additional 1” of forward cantilever, and 1 piece clamp design for 
added strength, Lightweight, skeletonized aluminum body and caps to reduce overall weight 
without sacrificing reliability. Places your optic at the Ideal Height for MSR and similar platforms. 
SKEL30R (30mm Red) ............. $89.99           SKEL1R (1” Red) ................................ $89.99
SKEL30TW (30mm Black) ....... $89.99     SKEL1TW (1” Black) ................................ $89.99
SKEL30DE (30mm FDE) .......... $89.99        SKEL1DE (1” FDE) ................................ $89.99

Tannerite
Mix it, Shake it, Shoot it. Tannerite produces a large water vapor cloud and 
loud report as a shot indicator. Bullet speeds must exceed 2000+ fps. Any-
thing less will not react. Explodes on contact. Use only as directed.
4-pack, 10 Pack, 20 Pack  ........................................ Starting at $17.99

Prairie Dog Paper Targets
Place your Tannerite in the kill zone of this target and watch 
the vapor cloud erupt. Tannerite not included.
TANPDT - 4-Pack ....................................................... $4.99

Tannerite Kill Shot Target
Two targets in one.  First sight in your firearm with the bulls-
eye, then shoot the 1/2lb Tannerite and ka-boom! Includes 1 
cardboard target and one 1/2 lb Tannerite.
TNAKST ......................................................................$5.99

Mountain Tech Rings
The ultimate lightweight precision scope 
mounting system. Precision machined from 
7075/T6 Aluminum, Stainless Steel hardware, 
Fits Picatinny and Weaver mounts, Available 
in 1” and 30mm, Low, Med, Hi, MSR.
Various sizes ..................................$109.99
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Warne Matte PA Rings
Maxima Fixed Rings are designed to be the strongest most durable fixed mounting 
system available. Typical steel scope mounts in this class use only 2 screws per 
ring have a narrower clamping band and in most cases only absorb recoil in the 
front ring. Maxima Fixed Rings utilize 4 T-15 Torx style socket cap screws for secure 
optics mounting. Square stainless steel recoil control key in both the front and rear 
rings. This ensures a “no slip” positive recoil surface across the entire slot of the 
base and is capable of withstanding the heaviest of recoil
Low (1”) .............................$39.99   Low (30mm) .................................... $49.99
Medium (1”) .......................$39.99   Medium (30mm) .............................. $49.99
HIgh (1”) ............................$39.99   High (30mm) .................................... $49.99
Extra High (30mm or 1”) ..$59.99   Ultra High (Quick Detatch 30mm) ..$89.99

Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
Sig Sauer 220 OTM 1000 20 E300A2 $24.99

Corbon 240 HPBT 1000 20 CORSD300AAC240 $42.99
Barnes 110 TTSX 2350 20 BAR21548 $34.99

Hornady (Am. Gunner) 125 HP 2175 50 HOR80897 $49.99
Hornady (Full Boar) 110 GMX 2350 20 HOR80874 $26.99

Hornady 208 A-Max 1020 20 HOR80892 $26.99
Gemtech 187 Poly Tip 1050 20 GT300BLK187 $19.99

American Eagle 150 FMJ BT 1900 20 FAAE300BLK1 $14.99

300 Blackout

Over 40 Models In Stock
Almost 200 Available

Hornady SubSonic
Hornady 300 Blackout 
Subsonic Ammunition is 
designed  or accurate 
performance below the 
speed of sound. 
The 190 gr Sub-X 
(Subsonic - eXpanding)  bullet features a lead core. Long 
grooves in its gilding metal jacket combine with the bullet’s flat profile and 
the patented Flex Tip insert within its hollow point cavity to help it expand 
reliably at low velocities.
HOR80877 - 300 Blackout .................................................................$23.99
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Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
.222 40 Nosler Ballistic Tip 3450 20 FAP222C $19.99

22-250 55 Nosler Ballistic Tip 3670 20 FAP22250F $24.99
.223 55 Nosler Ballistic Tip 3240 20 FAP223F $24.99
.243 70 Nosler Ballistic Tip 3450 20 FAP243F $29.99
.243 100 Sierra Gameking BTSP 2960 20 FAP243C $26.99

25-06 85 Nosler Ballistic Tip 3550 20 FAP2506G $32.99
30-30 170 Nosler Partitioned Jacketed 2200 20 FA3030D $29.99
.270 150 Nosler Partition Tip 2830 20 FAP270E $39.99

30-06 165 Sierra Gameking BTSP 2800 20 FAP3006D $36.99
.308 180 Trophy Bonded Tip 2620 20 FAP308TT1 $42.99

Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
.22 LR 31 #12 Shot 1000 20 0039 $7.99
9MM 53 #12 Shot 1450 10 3790 $14.99

.38 SPL / .357 MAG 100 #9 Shot 1000 10 3738 $14.99
.40 S&W 88 #9 Shot 1250 10 3740 $16.99

.44 SPL/MAG 140 #9 Shot 1000 10 3744 $16.99
.45 Colt 150 #9 Shot 1000 10 3746 $15.99

Federal Premium V-Shok

Pistol Shotshell

Blazer Ammunition
If casual practice is getting expensive, look to Blazer. Blazer uses aircraft-
grade aluminum that’s heat-treated to make an economical cartridge case. 
As the case is the most expensive component of any cartridge, our alu-
minum case lets us give you a cartridge that has all the performance of 
brass-case ammo at a more attractive price. We load Speer bullets and CCI 
primers, both with a long record of happy users. 
.380, .38 Special 9mm, .40, .45, & More (50 Rounds) ........$12.99-$22.99
Bulk Ammo Packs ..........................................................Starting At $64.99

NEW
Bulk

Packs

Hexmag AR-15 and AR-10 Magazines
Proven reliability, superior strength and exceptional value. Proprietary Poly-
Hex2 Advanced Composite, The indestructible Series 2 AR-15 magazine 
and the heavy-duty AR-10/.308 SR-25 magazine feature the industry rec-
ognized HEXTURE design pattern for maximum grip, durability and perfor-
mance. Available in 10, 20 and 30 rounds. Black, Grey, FDE, OD Green.
Starting At ...................................................................................... $11.99

Sentry Firearm Protection
Designed to eliminate dings and scratches 
that occur when moving firearms in the safe 
or in transport. High quality 3mm Neoprene 
stretches over your pistol or long gun. Slide-
boot (Pistol) comes in multiple sizes to fit your 
handgun, Go Sleeve Pouch has 2 storage 
compartments, Go Sleeve Long Gun comes 
in  AR, Rifle or Shotgun sized in black or grey.
Slideboot Pistol (Black or Tan) ........ $11.99
Go Sleeve Pouch (Small) .................$18.99 
Go Sleeve Pouch (Large) .................$21.99
Go Sleeve Long Gun ........................$59.99
Scope Covers (Various Sizes) .........$24.99

Bergara B-14 HMR Mini Chassis Rifle
Bergara’s B-14 Hunting and Match Rifle (HMR) supports a fully free-floated 
4140 CrMo steel barrel to achieve optimal precision. The barrel features a 
matte blued finish, is drilled and tapped, and has a threaded muzzle which 
includes a thread protector. An integrated mini-chassis molded into the 
stock gives the rifle repeatable bedding and accuracy. The stock also has 
an adjustable cheek piece, length of pull spacers, and a QD flush cups for 
easy sling attachment. Super-smooth B-14 Action is a two-lug system with 
a Sako-style extractor and a coned bolt nose and breech to ensure smooth 
feeding and extraction of the cartridge. A Bergara curved trigger guarantees 
a crisp, clean pull every time you fire the rifle. 22” threaded barrel.
B14S352 - 6.5 Creedmoor ............................................................$999.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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ATN X-Sight 4K Day/Night Riflescope
Ultra HD Optics with Day/Night Sensor gives you a crisp picture from any 
distance. Day or Night, Record video, Built in rangefinder, Ballistic Calcula-
tor, Dual stream video records video to SD card while also streaming, Recoil 
activated video (recoil triggered) - will take a video of before, during and after 
your shot has been fired.
DGWSXS3114KP (3-14x) .............................................................$699.99
DGWSXS5204KP (5-20x) .............................................................$799.99
ACUIR85PR (IR850 Illuminator) ..................................................$159.99
ACMUBAT160 (External Battery Pack) ......................................$109.99
ACMUABL1000 (Laser Range Finder w/Bluetooth) ..................$299.99

MTM Ammo Crate
Designed for ammo, but perfect for storing shooting or hunting gear. Strong 
handles let you carry up to 85lbs. of gear. Molded-in stacking ridges. Four 
tie down points for ATV attachment. Tongue and groove O-Ring seal system 
for a superior water-resistant dry storage. Padlock holes to lock up contents. 
Various sizes and colors available.
ACR4-18 (OD Green - 13” x 9” x 4.8”H) .............................................$12.99
ACR5 (Flat Dark Earth - 14.7” x 13.9” x 4.5”H) .................................$14.99
ACR7-18 (OD Green - 12.4” x 8.4” x 8.5”H) .......................................$14.99
ACR8 (Flat Dark Earth - 14” x 13.5” x 7.25”H) ..................................$16.99

MTM Tactical Mag Can
Holds 15 20-30 round AR-15 magazines (.223/5.56), Pre-cut foam padding, 
Stackable and lockable (padlock not included), Water resistant with an O-
ring seal, Dual latches for better sealing and prevents accidental opening.
MTMTMC15 .........................................................................................$21.99

Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
.380 99 Combo 1030 100 FMJ / 20 HP PAE38099HST $61.99
9mm 124 Combo 1000 100 FMJ / 20 HP PAE9124HST $54.99
.40 180 Combo 1000 100 FMJ / 20 HP PAE40180HST $63.99

.45ACP 230 Combo 890 100 FMJ / 20 HP PAE45230HST $72.99

.380 99 Hollow Point 1030 20 P380HST1S $20.99
.38 Special +P 130 Hollow Point 890 20 P38HST1S $26.99

9mm 124 Hollow Point 1150 20 P9HST1S $27.99
9mm 147 Hollow Point 1000 20 P9HST2S $27.99
.40 180 Hollow Point 1010 20 P40HST1S $29.99

.45ACP 230 Hydra-Shok JHP 890 20 P45HST2S $29.99

Federal HST

Ruger American Rifle
Ergonomic, lightweight synthetic stock designed for easy handling blends 
a classic look with a modern forend contouring and grip serrations. Ruger 
Marksman Adjustable trigger (3-5 lbs), Power Bedding block system posi-
tively locates the receiver and free-floats the cold hammer forged barrel for 
MOA accuracy, Tang safety for instant security, Soft rubber butt pad for max-
imum recoil reduction. Standard, Predator, Ranch and Magnum models.
Starting At .................................................................................... $379.99

Ruger Precision Rimfire - .22LR
Molded one-piece chassis and adjustable buttstock fits a wide range of 
shooter sizes. 18” Barrel is made of 1137 Alloy Steel and is threaded (1/2”-
28), Adjustable Marksman Trigger - 2.25-5.0 lbs, Free-Float Magpul M-Lok 
Aluminum Handguard, Includes 1 - 15 Round Magazine.
RUG08400...................................................................................... $429.99

Ruger PC Carbine - 9mm
This Pistol Caliber Carbine is a take-down for easy storage. 16” Fluted 
threaded (1/2”-28) barrel, Glass filled nylon stock, Charging handle, Accepts 
Ruger and Glock magazines.
RUG19100...................................................................................... $529.99

NEW
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PMAG D-60 Drum
Durable, lightweight and highly reliable 60 
round magazine. Fits 5.56x45 NATO / .223 
Remington ammunition. Poly drum maga-
zine for AR15 and M4 compatible weapons. 
Check local laws for restrictions. 
MAG576BLK  ............................. $129.99

Sling Adapters
Quick detatch sling adapters, bipod adapt-
ers and other M-Lok accessories for your 
AR-15 rifle.
Starting At  ...................................$14.99

Accessory Rails
Aluminum or polymer M-Lok rails, Mount 
your gear on your AR-15 with various 
length rails that fit your accessories.
Starting At ......................................$8.49

Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
223 Rem 75 BTHP Match 2790 20 HOR8026 $19.99

6mm Creedmoor 108 ELD Match 2960 20 HOR81391 $29.99
260 Rem 130 ELD Match 2840 20 HOR8553 $29.99

6.5 Creedmoor 120 ELD Match 2910 20 HOR81491 $29.99
6.5 Creedmoor 147 ELD Match 2695 20 HOR81501 $32.99

.308 168 ELD Match 2700 20 HOR80966 $31.99

.308 178 BTHP Match 2600 20 HOR8105 $29.99
.300 Win Mag 195 ELD Match 2930 20 HOR8218 $41.99

.338 Lapua 285 ELD Match 2745 20 HOR82300 $99.99
.50 BMG 750 A-Max Match 2815 10 HOR8270 $74.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear

Sig Sauer BDX Electro-Optics
Sig Sauer transforms hunting with the unprecedented simplicity and accu-
racy of BDX. The KILO BDX rangefinders use your ballistics and Bluetooth 
to illuminate the exact holdover dot in SIERRA3BDX riflescopes. For the 
most accurate and ethical shot, just Connect The Dot..
Rangefinders Starting At ............................................................$249.99
Riflescopes Starting At ...............................................................$499.99
Scope/Rangefinder Combo Starting At .....................................$699.99

Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
.223 55 FMJ - Boat Tail 3240 20 AE223 $8.99
.223 50 Tipped Varmint 3325 20 AE223GTV $11.99
.223 55 FMJ - Boat Tail 3240 20 AE223J $8.49
5.56 62 FMJ 3020 150 XM855BK150 $69.99

.338 Federal 185 Soft Point 2750 20 AE338F $24.99
6.8 SPC 115 FMJ 2675 20 AE68A $16.99

6.5 Creedmoor 140 Open Tip Match 2700 20 AE65CRD1 $29.99

American Eagle 
Suitable for precision practice and an affordable option for the target board.

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Leupold VX-3i LRP
Long Range Precision, Twilight Max light manage-
ment system lets you hunt longer, Elevation ad-
justment with a unique travel indicator, Adjustable 
zero stop.
Starting at .............................................. $849.99

Leupold VX-5HD CDS-ZL2
Made for anything and everything, Max HD light 
management, Guard-ion lens coating, Free CDS 
Custom Ballistics Dial, Firedot Duplex.
LP172368 (3-15x44mm) ........................ $999.99

MOE-SL Handguard
MOE SL Hand Guard for AR15/M4 firearms 
with carbine-length gas system and A2 font 
sight provides modular flexibility with M-
LOK accessory slots in a lightweight, sleek, 
cost effective design.
MAG426BLK  ............................... $34.99

PMAG Magazines
One of the best know names in AR maga-
zines, the PMAG is the standard all other 
magazines try to live up to. Gen 2 & Gen 
3. 10 - 60 round capacity. .223/5.56, 
.308/7.62, 7.62x39, 6.8 SPC.
Starting at  ....................................$14.99

MBUS Flip-up Sights
Specifically tailored for the AR-15 platform, 
the MBUS flip-up sights are the perfect 
backup to your standard glass optics.
MAG247BLK (Front)  ...................$39.99
MAG248BLK (Rear) .....................$54.99

AFG-2 Angled Foregrip
Slim line design allows for mounting on a 
wider variety of M1913 railed hand guards, 
Fits natural body mechanics for accuracy.
MAG414BLK .................................$35.99

P-223 Series
8496 3x32 Carbine ................$139.99 
8497 3-9x40 BDC 600............$159.99

P-300 Blackout Series
6797 2-7x32 SuperSub .........$199.99

P-308 Series
16328 4-12x40 BDC 800 .......$249.99

P-Tactical 308 Series
16523 4-12x40 BDC 800 .......$249.99

A-Series Aluminum Mounts
1” or 30mm, Low-High  ..........$24.99

Nikon Riflescopes

Leupold VX-R
State of the art illumination system with the ex-
clusive FireDot reticle, 1-button design minimizes 
bulk, 8 intensity settings, Low/High indicator.  
LP113771 Patrol (3-9x40mm) .............. $599.99
LP113769 Patrol (1.25-4x20mm) ......... $599.99

Leupold BX-4 Pro Guide HD
Performance that won’t weigh you down (28.5oz), Edge-to-
edge sharpness, Waterproof, Fogproof, Fully Multi-coated. 
LP172676 (12x50)............................................... $699.99

                       Nikon Black Series  
The Black series scopes come in two varieties, the X1000 is designed for 
long range shooting, and the FORCE is made for quick target acquisition.
16380 - 1-4x24 Illuminated (FORCE) ...........................................$399.99
16381 - 4-16x50SF X-MOA ............................................................$499.99
16423 - 6-24x50SF Illuminated X-MOA ........................................$649.99

Leupold CDS Custom Turrets - VX3i-CDS
Every Leupold CDS riflescope comes with standard scale adjustment dial 
and a coupon for one Free CDS dial. The custom CDS turret matches the 
ballistics of your specific firearm and ammunition combination, so you just 
dial your yardage, aim & shoot. Yardage adjustments have never been 
easier. 
The VX-3i delivers outstanding performance in low light, in an incredibly 
tough yet lightweight package. With the Twilight Max Light Management 
System you’ll be able to see more game and pick out amazing detail during 
those crucial first and last minutes of daylight. We also gave it match-grade 
repeatability and ergonomic controls that are easy to read and use, even 
with gloves. Everything we put into your VX-3i is there to help you tag out. 
LP170703 (4.5-14x40 Side Focus, Duplex Reticle) .................. $599.99
LP170713 (4.5-14x50 Side Focus, Duplex Reticle) ...................$699.99
LP170714 (6.5-20x50 Side Focus, Fine Duplex Reticle) ...........$899.99
LP170715 (6.5-20x50 Side Focus, Varmint Hunter’s Reticle) ..$999.99

Search NativeOutdoors.com
For More Gear
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Vortex Diamondback
It defines the price vs. perfor-
mance ratio in the world of optics. 
The short hinge design leaves 
more room for your hands, 
Smooth focusing and striking 
in low light gathering, Large field-
of-view with enhanced fully multi-
coated optics, phase-corrected 
prisms, waterproof/ fogproof.
VXDB205 10x42........$229.99
VXDB206 10x50........$249.99
VXDB207 12x50........$259.99

Vortex Viper HD
With HD extra-low dispersion glass, and XR fully 
multi-coated lenses and you have a bino that deliv-
ers bright, crisp details with impressive resolution 
and color fidelity. The Viper HD binoculars pack in 
all the features you need for a successful hunt.
VPR4210HD 10x42 ..................................$499.99
VPR5010HD 10x50 ..................................$549.99 
VPR5012HD 12x50 ..................................$559.99
VPR5015HD 15x50 ..................................$569.99

Vortex Viper PST Gen II
Upgraded features inside and out, Designed and engi-
neered for those who want it all - Strength, Durability and 
Fully multi-coated lenses for incredible light transmis-
sion. This is why year after year, accomplished hunters 
and shooters have come to rely on this solid performer. 
The PST Gen II Line for tactical shooters has Extra-low 
dispersion glass, FFP reticles are located in front of the 
erector tube keeping all sub-tensions consistent at all 
magnifications.
VXPST1605 (1-6x24 SFP VMR-2 MOA) ......... $699.99
VXPST5251 (5-25x50 SFP EBR-4 MOA) ....... $999.99
VXPST5255 (5-25x50 FFP EBR-2C MOA) ... $1099.99
VXPST5258 (5-25x50 FFP EBR-2C MRAD).$1099.99

CF231037 (AR 1-4x24 V-Bright Illuminated) .............................$199.99
CF231001R (2-7x32 Rimfire)   or   CF231003 (2-7x32 BDC) ....$129.99 
CF231002 (2-7x32 Scout Scope) ...............................................$149.99
CF231027 (3-9x50 Illuminated) ..................................................$209.99
CF231049 (3-12x56 Illuminated Hog Hunter)............................$299.99
CF231039 (4-16x50 AO BDC) .....................................................$279.99
CF231029 (6-18x44 AO V-Brite Illuminated) .............................$269.99
CF231033 (6-18x44 AO BDC w/sunshade) ...............................$219.99
CF231045 (6-24x50 AO BDC) .....................................................$299.99

High performance meets economical. Clear, tough and 
bright, the line is built to exceed the performance stan-
dards of similarly priced riflescopes. Long eye relief, 
a fast-focus eyepiece, fully multi-coated lenses, and 
resettable MOA turrets are hallmarks of the series.

Vortex Strike Eagle
For shooters who need to engage targets from point blank to extended dis-
tances. Excellent scope for 3-Gun courses, Multi-coated lenses, Illuminated.
VXSE16241 (1-6 x 24) AR-BDC Reticle ...................................... $329.99
VXSE18241 (1-8 x 24) AR-BDC2 Reticle .....................................$399.99
VXSE1626 (3-18 x 44) EBR-4 Reticle ...........................................$449.99
VXSE1627 (4-24 x 50) EBR-4 Reticle ...........................................$499.99

Vortex Diamondback Spotting
   Born into the bloodline of our popular Diamondback 

family, these spotters deliver outstanding 
performance—clearly a superb 

choice when you need a heavy-
weight performer in a light, com-
pact package. The Diamondback 

optics guarantee a bright image 
throughout the magnification range 
and, as true to all Diamondback 
optics, the rugged construction 
stands up to rough use in the field. 

Waterproof, Fogproof, Multi-coated 
lenses, Porro Prism with multi layer coatings for maximum image quality, 
Adjustable eyecup, Built-in sunshade, Rotating tripod ring allows rotation of 
the eyepiece to a sideways position. 
VXDBK60A1 (20-60 x 60) Angled ................................................ $399.99
VXDBK80A1 (20-60 x 80) Angled ................................................ $499.99
VXDBK80S1 (20-60 x 80) Straight .............................................. $449.99
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Vortex Fury Binoculars
Laser Rangefinder built in! All the advan-
tages of a high-definition binocular per-
fectly paired with an angle compensated 
rangefinder. Controls are simple to use 
with a single hand, leaving your other 
hand free to hold your bow, rifle, or other 
important gear. 10x42.
VXLRF300 ...............................$1199.99

Vortex Razor Holographic
The Razor AMG UH-1 Holographic Sight 
uses our revolutionary Fusion Hologram with 
Quantum Well Light Control (FHQ™) tech-
nology to deliver the first holographic sight to 
meld the durability and energy efficiency of 
a red dot with the impressive sight picture, 
zero-distortion, and reticle pattern of a holo-
graphic sight.
VXRZRAMG3 .................................$499.99

Vortex Venom Red Dot
A 3 MOA dot promotes rapid target ac-
quisition for your AR, pistol or shotgun. 
power and dot intensity controls, Pica-
tinny mount included.
VXVMD3103 .........................$229.99

Vortex Copperhead
Long eye relief, Locking diopter, Fully 
multi-coated lenses Aircraft-grade alu-
minum tube is nitrogen purged and 
o-ring sealed, Waterproof, Fogproof 
4-12x44mm Deadhold BDC Reticle.
CPH412 .................................... $129.99

Vortex Viper HS & Viper HST
Hunters in the market for a durable 30mm scope need to 
look no further. The Viper HS is well equipped with gener-
ous eye relief, high-quality extra-low dispersion glass and 
an advanced optical system with BDC reticle and 4x zoom 
range for easy target acquisition and a clear view. The 
HST has a hashmark-based second-focal-plane reticle 
(VMR-1) and durable target-style windage and elevation 
exposed turrets.
VXVHS4305 (4-16x44 Deadhold BDC)............. $499.99
VXVHS4307 (4-16x50 Deadhold BDC)............. $559.99
VXVHS4307LR (4-16x50 Long Range MOA) ... $599.99
VXVHS4325 (6-24x50 FFP VMR-1 MOA) ......... $639.99

Sightmark Photon RT
Designed for crystal clear views day or night. CMOS sensor and LCD 
display product high-quality images up to 150 yds away in darkness. 
Built-in video/sound recorder can send images and videos to your 
phone or computer with the Stream Vision App. 2x Digital Zoom, 3.5 
hour battery life on 4 AA batteries (not included), 6 reticles in 4 col-
ors, Input for external battery pack, Weaver rail for additional IR lights, 
Shockproof and IP55 water resistant.
SM18015 (4.5x42S - 850 nm IR Light) ...................................$549.99
SM18016 (4.5x42 - 940 nm IR Light) ......................................$599.99
SM18017 (6x50S - 850 nm IR Light) ......................................$649.99
SM18018 (6x50 - 940 nm IR Light) .........................................$699.99
SM19075 (IR-805 Compact IR Illuminator) .............................$59.99

Vortex Sparc Red Dot
Durable, lightweight, compact, and ultra-
clean package. Digital rear-facing con-
trols for power and dot brightness. 2 MOA 
dot diameter for precise point of aim.
VXSPCAR1 ..............................$199.99

Caliber Grain Type FPS Rounds Item Price
.223 Rem 55 FTX 3240 20 HOR80270 $21.99
.223 Rem 73 FTX 2970 20 HOR80260 $21.99

.30 M1 Carbine 110 FTX 2000 20 HOR81030 $25.99
.308 Win 155 FTX 2785 20 HOR80920 $32.99

Hornady Critical Defense Rifle
The best ammunition for personal defense just got better with the addition of Criti-
cal Defense Rifle. Critical Defense is engineered to deliver the pinnacle of threat-
stopping power - even when environmental conditions aren’t on your side. The 
FTX - at the forefront of Critical Defense - maximizes the potential of a hollow point 
bullet. Its patented Flex Tip aids expansion and eliminates clogging when passing 
through clothing and barriers. Nickel-plated cases increase visibility in low light 
situations. Low-flash propellants won’t disrupt night vision and deliver consistent 
performance regardless of environmental conditions.



Native Outdoors
7105 S FM 548

Royse City, TX  75189
877-650-7938

“First time shopper here, easy process and great 
prices. I was shocked to have received the full 
order in such short time. Have been on hunting 
shows on the Outdoors Channel and Pursuit 
Channel I have had the opportunity to be associ-
ated with many different companies and products. 
I must say you have raised the bar and expec-
tations. Thank you for what you do and the cus-
tomer service and care you provide.”
                                                     -Ryan W.

Search NativeOutdoors.com
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